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SJSU prof suffering from asbestosis
By David Rickard
exposure. making ii dillicult to
Daily stall writer
An SJSU protessor who taught dsk:ert n where the exposure took
for nearly 20 years in an asbestos-con- place.
taminated building was diagnosed duHowever, the prolessor spent
ring the summer as suffering from as- nearly 20 years teaching and keeping
bestosis. an irreversible scarring of the office hours in the old Science Buildlung tissue.
ing. which was shut down in 1980 for
among other reasons -- asbestos
The 52 -year-old professor, who
spoke to the Daily on condition that he contamination
The protessor agreed to speak
remain anonymous, is the only teacher
on campus known to he suffering from after receiving no response to a letter
the progressive, often debilitating dis- sent to the office of the SJSU academic
vice president, by way ot the departease.
Asbestosis and other asbestos -re- ment dean. The letter, which he wrote
lated illnesses usually show up in clini- in August. announced his illness and
procal studies !,e,11 or decades after the requested ads ice about how

’If I die of
it . . . there’s going to
be (action taken) . .

Funding hampers campus cleanup
By Da% id Rickard
writer
Except for occasional emergency cleanups, asbestos abatement at SJSU has come to a standstill since the
beginning of the semester.
Of the 24 buildings listed in an October 1985 asbestos study as needing cleanup within a year. 21 remain
untouched. Only one of the seven buildings recommended for immediate attention. the Engineering Build ins’ has been cleaned up.

Daily stall

ceed.
He said it was his understanding
the information was then forwarded to
the California State University chancellor’s office in Long Beach.
The professor said he is disappointed with the apparent lack of concern shown by SJSU officials.
See STRICKEN. 1,age

’File study by Baker Consultants ot Los Angeles
Went icy! the presence ()I’ asbestos in buildings on all 19
Calilornia State University campuses. It ranked buildings in seven categories by the degree of contamination,
as determined by I I risk factors
SALL the oldest campus in the CSU system, had
one of the highest levels of contamination, according to
the survey.
See CONTAMINATION. page 4

San Carlos closure bid hits a lengthy snag
Consultant
contributes
paycheck

Council tells SJSU to try
again in another 4 years
By Frank Michael Russell
Daily staff writer

The San Jose City Council forced a fouryear detour last week on SJSU’s plan to close
East San Carlos Street.

By Andy Bird
Daily staff writer
The consultant hired by the Associated
Students hoard of directors said he is going tonate his $1.000 fee to the university.
Paul Sonneman, who was retained to
coordinate a two-week campaign to downgrade
San Carlos Street. made the announcement in
the wake of the San Jose City Council’s decision Thursday to defer the university’s request
until 1990.

The council voted 7-4 Thursday to conditionally defer until 1990 the university’s downgrade request.

"I think the most important thing to come
is for the university to make a commitment to
landscape and then keep that commitment."
said Sonneman, a former A.S. executive. "So
I’m going to donate $1,000 to the Student
Union to landscape Ninth Street,"
As an addendum to the City Council’s decision. Vice Mayor Susan Hammer asked the
university not to request downgrading again
until closed portions of Seventh and Ninth
streets have been improved, and the university
has funding to landscape San Carlos Street.

The task force spent about 5700 to promote the campaign effort. said Sonneman, who
emphasized the figure was just an approximation because several invoices were still outstanding.
A mass-mailing campaign. originally targeted for 1,000 campus -area residents, busibut only 300
nesses and alumni, cost $178
Julie Bennett Daily staff photographer
of the letters were actually sent. 700 unused
A.S. consultant Paul Sonneman addresses San Carlos Street and holds up a map of
letters and brochures $70 worth will have
See CONSULTANT. page 6 the San Jose City. Council for closure of SJSII and its surrounding streets.

Cal Bowl
ticket sale
one day only
A limited number of tickets
for the 1986 California Bowl on
Dec. 13 in Fresno will be made
available to SJSU students, faculty and staff at a special one -day
sale at 10 a.m, tomorrow in the
Associated Students Business
Office in the Student Union.
The tickets, to he sold on a
first -come, first -served basis, are
$9 and are in the end tone.
Each purchaser must have a
valid student identification or
faculty/staff card to buy tickets,
and there is a limit of two per
person.
For more information call
SJSU’s ticket office at 277.
FANS, or the California Bowl
ticket office in Fresno at (209)
224-2695.

Fullerton has said funding to begin construction of a Ninth Street mall will come ft-nun
a university trust fund.
Seventh Street landscaping can be started
in connection with Student Union Recreation
and Events Center con
struction and renovation of the Engineering
Building, she has said.
City Attorney loan
Gallo said the vote
would
not
prevent
SJSU from applying
earlier for the downgrade.
But Fullerton said the university wouldn’t
try again right away.

Vice Mayor Susan Hammer’s proposal requires SJSU to complete landscaping of Seventh and Ninth streets and secure funding or
San Carlos Street mall
before the council reconsiders the request.
Hammer is the
councilwoman for the
downtown area.
"Clearly, downtown is in a fragmented
state of transit ion ’
Hammer said.
The deferral would allow the city to adjust
to traffic problems caused by downtown revitalization projects and let SJSU show its commitment to funding the mall, she said.
There’s "no political point in putting the
"Sometimes it’s hest when government energy into that," Fullerton said. "That was
very clear tonight."
does nothing." Hammer said.
But James Beall, councilman for the CamHammer. Mayor Tom McEnery and counbrian area, disagreed.
"The four-year deferral in my mind is un- cil members Lu Ryden. Judy Stabile. Shirley
Lewis. Nancy lanni and Pat Sausedo voted for
precedented." Beall said.
said. Placing conditions on the university is the deferral.
"dooming the whole situation to failure." he
"Putting that campus together is a goal
that is very laudable." McEnery said. "There
"You’re sending a message out nothare just too many things happening in the
ing for four years." Beall said to his fellow downtown."
council members. "I don’t think that’s really
Beall and council members Iola Williams,
fair."
Blanca Alvarado and Robert Putnam voted
SJSU President Gail Fullerton said Ham- against
the deferral.
mer had told her about the deferral proposal
earlier Thursday.
SJSU had been seeking to downgrade the
The vote was disappointing hut not unex- street from a "major collector." a thoroughpected. she said.
fare carrying traffic between areas of the city.
"I think it became stronger as she came to a "neighborhood street" only carrying trafout with it," Fullerton said.
fic within a neighborhood.
It will he difficult to meet the council’s reThe change would have had no effect on
quirement of acquiring mall funding while San
Ser (7.0.51 IRE . page 6

Holidays arriving at Student Union
Need proof? Wreaths, garlands
and other decorations are scheduled to
adorn the Student Union starting
today, followed by a 12 -foot live tree
on Wednesday. And to top it all off,
plans are set for the 17th annual SJSU
Christmas Faire, according to organizer Judy Hermann.
This year’s lair will feature 50
vendors selling jewelry, leather goods,
clothing and crafts, Hermann said.
The displays will line the Union’s first
and second floors and the Upper Pad
from Dec. 1 through 5.
And since it drew students in
from the cold last year, the bottom
floor will once more turn into a ’(it),.style coffeehouse.
All of this, and the fair doesn’t
cost the university a penny. Hermann
said.
Vendors who are chosen - based
on quality, variety and price of their
wares -- are charged $100 up front.
she said. In addition. 10 percent of
gross sales goes to the Union, of which
about 65 percent goes to cover the cost
of the event.
Anything left over goes to the
Union program hoard for future
events, she said.
Hermann said gross sales from
last year were $9,081 and expenses
were 55.200. That meant 53,900 in
profits for Union programs, she said.
The fair is currently intended to

said.

San Carlos i)
Street

Sonneman coordinated an A.S. task force
that was allocated 52,200, including his salary.
to lobby for a vote in favor of downgrading.
Sonneman’s stated objectives were to find support among campus-area residents, businesses
and alumni, and to pack City Council chambers
with at least 100 students.
About 40 students were at the meeting. including 12 A.S. administrators and several
members of two class sections attending as an
assignment.

By Scott G. Hamilton
Daily staff writer
There’s a chill in the air, darknes
is advancing earlier with each passinj,
day and Christmas is quickly ap
proaching.

Carlo. Street .1111 belongs to the city. she said.
"I don’t know whether we can do it, hut
we’re certainly going to try," Fullerton said.
’I really think it’s something so important to
the campus."
Landscaping of Seventh and Ninth streets
should he completed within four years, she

Wreaths, garlands and other decorations are
scheduled to adorn the Student Union starting
today, followed by a 12-foot live tree on
Wednesday. The 17th annual SJSU Christmas
Faire is scheduled for Dec. 1 through 5.
draw primarily from the campus community. Hermann said. Despite the
popularity of craft fairs, past attempts
to lure outsiders to campus have
failed, she said.
"We even tried Saturdays. hut it
doesn’t seem to work:. she said.
"The reality is they don’t come downtown, but maybe they will when it’s a
nice place.’
The fair was spawned from a
1969 student fund-raiser for "alternative" classes. Many of the "revolutionary" classes have since been incorporated into department curricula.
Hermann said.
After several years, the fair became a fund-raiser for the Child Care
Center. Its success dwindled, though.
because a high turnover in personnel
forced the organizers to "re -invent the
wheel" each year. Hermann said.
The Union took over the fair five

years ago in an effort to revitalize it.
Traditions are observed, Hermann
said, but there is an appreciation for
balance between running the fair as a
business and making sure it serves the
campus.
The re-emergence of the coffee
house reflects the days of old. When it
appeared at last year’s fair, people
flocked to it even though the lower
level location kept it a secret. Hermann said. Patrons were finally drawn
to the lower levels, a former foot traffic wasteland, she said.
This year, Joann Basler of Spartan Shops has been enlisted to organize
the coffeehouse edibles and potables.
The menu she has prepared features
coffees, teas and other hot beverages,
as well as bagels and other snacks.
Hours will be from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
daily.

Health Services offers
measles vaccination;
deadline Wednesday
By Paula Ray Christiansen
Daily staff writer
By Thursday afternoon. Health
Services had administered more than
3,000 measles shots, averaging at least
430 shots per day and expected to give
400 more Friday, said Dr. Robert
Latta, associate director of Health
Services.
Health Services provided free
measles and rubella shots during Measles Awareness Week, which ended
Friday, Miller said.
Health Services will continue giving shots until the vaccine runs out.
after which students will have to go to
county clinics for free vaccinations,
Latta said.
All students who received notification in the mail must provide proof
of vaccination by Wednesday. he said.
"Only students who have received notification in the mail will be
held accountable for receiving immunization." said Dru Redwine. associate director of SJSU Admissions and
Records.
There has been confusion among
students about who is required to re-

ceive iminuni/ation and who is not because of the criteria printed on fliers
distributed by Health Services, said
Beth I.iveright. assistant office administrator in Health Services.
"Students have heard from teachers that they have to get immunized,"
Liveright said. "We are getting a lot
of calls."
Various literature distributed by
Health Services states that students
horn after Jan. 1, 1957 need to be immunized, hut according to Admissions
and Records, this does not apply to all
new and returniog students.
Redwine said this date applies
only to the students who fall into other
specified categories as well.
These categories include students
living in dormitories. students in the
nursing or other medical practicum,
students working with preschool and
school -age students and students who
received their primary and secondary
education outside of the United States,
Miller said.
Nine thousand notices were sent
out by the end of October. An adminSee NOTICES, page 6
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U.S. needs marijuana le alization
Marijuana needs to he legalized, hut not for the reasons
most people think.
The legalization of marijuana would not promote gel
ting stoned, but would enable marijuana growth and sales
he monitored more closely.
Right now, marijuana is grown in mountain hideaways
by men with machine guns who will shoot anyone who
crosses their paths Marijuana is monitored very inefficiently by means of helicopters
and ground crews, which often get
Opinion
injured in the process.By legal’,
mg marijuana. hidden crops wouldn’t exist as easily he
cause people would he able to buy limited amounts at fair
prices and not he victimized by dealers.
Just as the prohibition of alcohol earlier this century resulted in more problems than it solved, so too does the ban
on marijuana.
Similar guidelines could be put on the sale of marijuana that are presently on the sale of alcohol: it could not
he sold to tumors and people who are caught driving under
the influence would he charged with a felony of tense .
If people were able to purchase marijuana over the
counter, numerous deaths and injuries related to drug trafficking would he eliminated. No more clandestine deals, no
more kiddie pot pushers.
One benefit. for the government at least, would he that
the growth and sales of marijuana could he taxed just as the
sales of alcohol and cigarettes are. The government could
collect millions of dollars each year. possibly putting a dent
in our huge defecit.
But hopefully, the use of marijuana, especially by minors, will not he encouraged. Just as recent ad campaigns
tell teen -tigers to "just say no" to alcohol, the same should
apply to marijuana.
Children should he told that marijuana is just as harmful to the mind as alcohol and live times as harmful to the
lungs as cigarettes and just a, addictive. Marijuana use
should not be portrayed as being cool or mature. Instead.
martin:ma abuse should he portrayed as being lust stupid

Janell
Hall

qR6.
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The question of who should be able to grow and sell
marijuana would he difficult to decide. Growers would have
to he licensed and limited to the amount that could he cultivated. Sales, also in limited quantities, would have to take
place in special locations, perhaps in all the closed down
head shops that have since become import businesses.
By making marijuana available to the general public,
quality would have to be guaranteed. People would no
longer have to he concerned that the marijuana they purchase might he laced with LSD, cocaine or PCP. Marijuana
would also be free of peraquat, an insecticide presently
sprayed on marijuana crops to discourage cultivation.
fly legalizing marijuana, tasks forces assigned to monitor illegal crops would he disbanded. Policemen could
spend more time chasing murderers and rapists and less
time chasing pot growers smokers.
Overall, making marijuana legal just sounds like a
good idea. Those opposed to its legalization are similar to
the temprance leagues of the past. They thought that alcohol
was a demonic vice that should he discouraged.
And they were probably right. Alcohol and marijuana
abuse are demonic ices that should not be portrayed as
glamorous.
Unfortunately . lust as in the prohibition era. people are
still going to try to get marijuana, even if they have to steal
and kill to do it So why not take out all the violence and try
to control the .uhsiance inmeair

The Spartan Daily encourages readers to write
letters. This is a page that gives you an opportunity to air
your views on important issues.
Letters must bear the writer’s name, major, phone
number and class standing. Anonymous letters and
phone numbers will not he printed.
Deliver them to the second floor of Dwight Rentel
Hall, Room 208, or to the Student Union Information
Center.
The Spartan Daily reserves the right to edit all
letters for libel and length.
Opinions appearing on the forum page are those o
the individual writer.
Editorials appearing on this page are the opinions
of the editorial board of the Daily.

Letters to the Editor
Pounding poem pummels piledrivers
Ode to a Pile Drker
Now 1 lay.ine down to rest
In hopes I’ll he my morning’s hest.
But I fear this is not so.
And I awaken with such woe.
Construction trucks and tractors plow.
I wish the Rec Center was Imished now,
The noise sounds nothing like a harp -Especially when starting at 7 sharp.
Crash! Ham! Thump! Boom
The good of pile driver shakes my mom.
But I’m thankful that I’m not
Living under the San Carlos lot.
When it’s finished I’ll look hack,
And give thanks to John Deere and Big Mack.
But is it really worth the pain?
What is it that we’re going to gain?
A deterrent to study. more problems with parking.
This is the wrong tree up which we’ve been harking.
And when for lack of funds
Other departments take a fall.
We don’t have to worry. . .
We got Racquetball!
Mary Davis
Sophomore
Undeclared
Katie .Anist utz
Junior
’1’healre Arts

university and to the continuo!! \
Itey-ond the action taken hs the university police depanment is any disciplinary action taken against them by
the universitv ’
I can appreciate school spirit hut I don’t appreciate it
when an officer is sent to the hospital, gets a tooth chipped
or is the victim of cracked ribs!
Marlene Anderson
Wife of an liniversity Police Sgt.

It’s Lefty’s turn to pay the piper

Editor.
They’re going to the mattresses in Berkeley. Just as
crime spilled over from Washington, D.C. to outlying
Prince Georges County in the e.irly ’70s. the federal agencies has given up and allowed Oakland’s sewer population
to spill over in the gentrified ghettos of Berkeley.
In those days. blacks were treated pretty ugly and it
wasn’t even too cool to he a minority at the University of
Maryland tit still isn’ti. Although I never lived in Georgia. I
liked Lefty Driesell. he was a good 01 boy. I used to visit
my friends in Ellicott Hall 13 years ago on weekends and
drink beer in the lounges. We’d often see a tall, lanky fellow in his bathrobe trying to borrow someone’s toothpaste.
One time I walked into the Student Union one summer and
he said hello to me. He was the kind of guy who would always greet a person no matter how unimportant he was.
I loved Lefty as much as any of the 35.0(10 students
who watched him bring basketball excitement to what
would ordinarily he just a hick college campus. But finally,
enough was enough. It wasn’t just the contempt he showed
Drunken ’fans’ take shine off games For non -athlete students. or the thinking that athletes were a
law onto themselves, or the tampering evidence in the Len
Editor.
Bias case. or the huge salaries paid to athletic directors.
It’s too had that with such a rewarding display of hard
Dnesell was a capo de tutti Irani. In gangster parlance,
work on the pan of the football players we are at the same this is the chief in the hierarchy of the
mob. Driesell had actime distracted by such a poor representation front student complished in 17 years the making of a well-oiled
machine.
organizations affiliated with SJSU.
And nobody leans on Driesell’s machine. Investigation.
At each hoine game this season some of the fraternity censures and reprimands are akin to
the mob receiving a
students had more to drink than they could handle and be- parking ticket. Having Lefty in
charge of idealistic athletes
came a nuisance to the rest of us. The police officers were searching for instant stardom, constantly the
prey of underspending their time protecting the public front unnecessary world gambling figures would he like
asking Jesse James to
brawls and defending each other. Is this the maturity level guard your hank.
of a college student?
If you’re going to dance, you gotta dance to the music,
Unfortunately, because of a few irresponsible individ- hut Lefty’s music resulted in death and brought dishonor to
uals, the fraternities have earned a poor reputation. These the athletic programs at the University of Maryland. To the
students have pros-en to he an embarrassment to both the courageous editor at the Diamondback and papers like it
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across the country. to you we throw the torch. It’s your war
and unfortunately, it’s a war that will never end.
On behalf of 30,000 students, the mafiasation of the
University of Maryland has ended and a dynasty is over.
Jeffrey Wang
3rd yr. transfer from the University of Maryland
Computer Science

School not just for fun and games
Editor,
On Oct. 22. there was a pro-con on legislation setting a
minimum academic standard for athletes.
I believe athletes need to keep a "C" average because
if they do not then there really is no reason for staying in
school. School should be a place to get an education and not
just to have fun. Let’s just say these regulations are not required. Then if a person does not make it in the pros he
would have a terrible time getting a job since he was not required to keep a "C" average and failed his classes. Anyway these minimum regulations are not overly demanding. I
think every student can keep a "C" average and also be involved in a sport with little difficulty. So it is time to put
these standards in action so these teachers will not be wasting their time trying to teach these students.
Timothy Glasma
Freshman
Meteorology

New blood donors needed for winter
The following is a letter addressed to the SJSU community:
Thank you for your help. Our October blood drive at
San Jose State University was very successful.
Our second, and final blood drive, for this academic
year is scheduled for Dec. I through 5. This. unfortunately.
is less than the 56 days required by federal regulations between donations. All those who donated in October will
therefore he ineligible to donate in December. This presents
quite a challenge since we cannot call upon previous donors
and blood usage is traditionally high during December.
Please do not hesitate to call me if you have any questions or comments. It is very important that we have an adequate blood supply during the holidays and we welcome
your suggestions.
Rhoda Burns
Director
Blood Donor Recruitment
Stanford University’ Blood Bank

’Avit

Craig
Quintana

End of the line
university’s crusade to close San Carlos
The
Street fatally collided with the San Jose City
Council last week.
In a sharp rebuke to the campus, the council
voted 7-4 Thursday to defer considering any university request for four years. The vote actually wasn’t
that close.
Two of the members. Jim Beall and Iola Williams, voted in favor of the university’s request last
year. Another two. Blanca Alvarado and Jim Putnam,
didn’t side with the university. hut voted against the
Four-year lockout.
The university failed miserably in its most serious attempt to influence City Hall.
President Gail Fullerton made the project her top
priority this semester, and Dave Elliott, university
coordinator, spent endless hours in meetings with city
officials. Wasted time. The Associated Students spent
about $1.700. including $13/00 for a consultant. and
netted nothing.
Looking at the end result. SJSU’s efforts were
counterproductive. Not only did the council reject
downgrading San Carlos a symbolic first -step toward closure that doesn’t mean diddly but it added
restrictions that could kill street -closure prospects indefinitely.
In the year since the city first passed on the issue.
the university didn’t win any converts.
For SJSU. the San Carlos campaign was devastating for a number of reasons:
Student support, or lack thereof, being the biggest.
Fullerton provided two buses to ferry the fired -up
students expected to attend the meeting. Problem was,
there weren’t any. Excluding all the A.S. members
and student journalists, only two students attended.
The A.S. campaign run by consultant Paul
Sonnetnan failed to amuse any student support.
Clearly SJSU students, who had ample opportunity to
show it, couldn’t care less.
"It says a lot for student apathy." said Scott
Valor. A.S. director of academic affairs and task force
chairman. "I’m not sure what it takes."
From the looks of meeting, the only way to get
students to City Hall would he if it’s a class requirement. Maybe in four years. Fullerton can make council meeting attendence a graduation requirement.
The almost -hostile attitude of the City Council
toward SJSU.
Before the vote, council members gave glowing
lip service to the university before voting against it.
But in the end, the council ignored the university.
opting instead to consider the continued onslaught of
downtown redevelopment.
Nowhere was the attitude more evident than
,
downtown Councilwoman Susan Hammer, who pummeled the university with her latest motion to defer.
Considering the "fragile state of transition" of
downtown San Jose, Hammer said it was better for the
city not to act.
"Sometimes, it’s better when government does
nothing," she said.
She excels at that. With the motion, she’s doing
nothing four times over. But she didn’t leave it at that.
Before considering another downgrading request,
Hammer said she wants the university to landscape
Seventh and Ninth streets closed years ago under
the now -familiar pretense of future pedestrian malls
--and get the money for San Carlos from the state.
And even if the university did all this, that wouldn’t
guarantee closure.
Her position translates into: "I’ll give you nothing, and if you’ll do three double backflips and jump
through this flaming hoop, maybe I can consider hearing you out next time."
It also ignores the fact that the state would never
give money under those conditions.
Prospects for unifying the campus anytime before ilethe3yaekar 2000.
"The four-year deferral in my mind is unprecedented," Councilman Beall said, equating it with
"dooming the whole situation to failure."
"You’re sending a message out . . . nothing for
four years. I don’t think that’s really fair.
It’s not. But broken promises made by the university to landscape streets and not follow through ,
weren’t either.
The effort to close San Carlos is more than a twoway street. The university, lobe successful, needs to
work all sides next time around.
(’raig Quintana is an assistant city editor. In
Quinlessence appears every Monday.
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Arms deal a mistake, say Shultz, Weinberger
By Harry Schweid
AP Diplomatic Writer
WASHINGTON (API The Boys from
Bechtel are together again.
George Shult, and Caspar Weinberger,

Analysis
who were lop officers in the huge California
construction company, see eye-to-eye on U.S.
arms deals with Iran.
They are against them.
Shultz and Weinberger have had their differences in the Cabinet. Shultz. for instance,
favored striking out against terrorism. while
Weinberger was reluctant to use force.
But they both think President Ronald Reagan made a mistake in approving a weapons
purchase by Tehran.
They stood side -by -side in opposing the
decision privately. and ;tiler the secret sale sur-

Beverly Hills
offers new
watering hole

I=0

BEVERLY HILLS (AP) For
the tippler who is tired of tequila, sated
with scotch, trendy Rodeo Drive is
about to offer an alternative --- water.
It’ll come in 51 varieties, from 20
countries around the world. It’ll be
served chilled in a six -ounce bottle
straight from the country of origin, or
sparkling in an elegant black glass.
But no ice, please.
"We find that with most of these
waters, the real subtleties get voided
out when you start loading it up with
ice," says Steve Mills. proprietor of
the Water Bar.
The bar opens this weekend, as
an adjunct of isi:z, a boutique that specializes in trendy sportswear and accessories.
"A lot of the retail places have
amenities, a bar or a coffee bar or
something," Mills said. "We thought
the way things are going with the pollution and everything, this was a way
toga. It’s pretty healthy stuff."
The boutique, by the way, is a
subsidiary of the Japanese apparel
company D’urban.
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SAN FRANCISCO (API
Quentin Kopp. the "town grouch" in
a city of colorful politicians, is going
to Sacramento and may become the
most popular, or at least the most
courted, man in the state Senate.
"I think you are going to find
Mr. Kopp is probably going to he

‘(Kopp’s) going to
get more attention
around this
state . . .
Sen. H.I. Richardson,
R -Glendora
the most persuaded man in this entire Legislature," says Sen. H.L.
Richardson. R -Glendora.
"He’s going to he kissed on the
right hand by Republicans: he’s
going to he kissed on the left hand
by Democrats. He’s going 10 get
more attention around this stale than
anybody I’ve ever seen."
Why all the fuss over a rookie
legislator, a man with a reputation as
a maverick and a curmudgeon on the
San Francisco Board of Supervisors?
The reason is that Kopp is a
rare bird, a man without a political
party
the Legislature’s first independent since former Sen. Ray Johnson of Chico hotted the GOP in 1983
in a dispute over reapportionment.
His lack of affiliation means
Kopp could find himself the swing
vote in a number of situations, particular!) if the Senate Democratic
majority continues to shrink.
Democrats now hold 24 of the
Senate’s 40 districts. There are 15
Republicans and Kopp.
The Democrats lost two Senate
seats Nov. 4 and could lose another
one next year in a special election to
replace Sen. Paul Carpenter, D-Cy press. who was elected to the state
Board of Equalization.
Also. California Republican officials are trying to persuade President Ronald Reagan to give Sen.
Wadie Deddeh. D-Bonita, a native

-.

ill
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aniha.sadorship. That would give
the GOP a shot at another Democratic seat.
And Republicans hope to tnake
more gains in 1988. when Kopp will
he in the middle of his term.
It takes at least 21 Senate votes,
a simple majority. to pass most legislation. control the house’s top
itosts and determine the makeup of
committees. So if Republicans get
close to a majority . Kopp could find
himself ardently wooed by both parties.
Kopp was a Democrat until last
year. when he changed his registration to declined to state, partly because
of
philosophical
disagreements
with
the
local
Democratic central committee.
’I never thought I would run
for anything hut nonpartisan or
lice,’ ’ he said. explaining his
switch.
"And I got tired of this small
hand of malcontents called the Democratic County Central Committee
periodically condemning me for
such un-American actions as trying
to get rid of bilingual ballots or authoring an ordinance to require
county jail inmates to pay expenses
when a court finds they haw the
means to do so."
But when Sen. John Foran, DSan Francisco. decided to retire.
Kopp found partisan politics beckoning. He gathered enough signatures to get on the ballot as an independent and narrowly defeated
Foran’s would -he Democratic successor, Assemblyman Lou Papan,
D-Millbrae, after a hitter, highly expensive campaign.
Democrats hope to woo Kopp
hack to their party: Republicans
want hint to remain an independent.
Kopp will not say what he’ll do.
In a recent interview, he talked
at first as if he might well rejoin the
Democrats after a respectable waiting period.
"I have no plans of re-registering. I’ve got to wait at least a year or
two and see how it goes," he said
when asked if he would become a
Democrat again.

It seems unlikely that Kopp
would join the GOP, at least in the
near future, because more than 63
percent of the voters in his San Francisco-San Mateo County district are
Democrats.
Assemblyman Art Agnos, I)San Francisco, predicts that Kopp
will eventually become a Democrat.
"If he plays ball with the Republicans, he will he a one -term senator." Agnos said.
But John Molinari, president (tithe San Francisco Board of Supervisors and a frequent Kopp opponent
on local issues. says Agnos’ prediction may he wishful thinking.
"If I know Quentin Kopp, by
1990 he will own that district,
whether he’s an independent. Republican or Democrat," Molinari
said. "He will work that district
from one end to the other. He will
generate more press in a month than
half of the Senate combined."
At 58. Kopp is a tall, balding
man whose voice still has a trace of a
New York state accent. He grew up
in Syracuse and survived polio as a

’If (Kopp) plays ball
with the Republicans,
he will be a one-term
senator.’
Art Agnos,
S.F. assemblyman
child. After attending Dartmouth
and Harvard Law School, he ended
up at a San Francisco law firm.
Kopp says the "town grump"
label was a media creation that he
doesn’t deserve, although he says
he’s sometimes "excessively sardonic."
"I am made uncomfortable by
gushiness," Kopp said. "Sometimes I use skepticism or sardonicism as an antidote to gushiness.
"So much of politics is laying
on sentiments that people truly don’t
believe,’’ he said "That’s always
made me feel ick y

Dimming sunlight won’t cause ice age
PASADENA (API -- The sun has lost one -thousandth
of its brightness since 1980, but scientists say the trend soon
will reverse instead of carrying Earth int() a new ice age.
The discovery was made by three solar monitors
aboard the Solar Maximum Mission satellite, which observed the sun without interference from the atmosphere.
The devices kept measuring sunlight even before satellite
malfunctions were repaired in April 1984 by astronauts.
The detectors found that light radiated by the sun decreased 0.1 percent, or one -thousandth, from early 1980
through mid -1985, hut has remained constant since then.
said Richard C. Willson, a physicist at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory.
"If it continued at the rate (Willson) measured, it
couldn’t go on very long without catastrophe, major climate
change. But I don’t think any of us really doubt that it’s
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going to turn around." said Jack Eddy. a solar astronomer
at the University Corp. for Atmospheric Research in Colorado.
"There’s nothing to indicate that the sun’s output
would continue to drop precipitously for a long enough period to cause major climate changes like ice ages." said
Willson, whose findings were published Friday in the Journal Science.
(70-author Hugh Hudson, a solar physicist at the University of California al San Diego, said the loss of solar
brightness "is either a change that will go on forever and
kill us. or a cyclical change. which I believe it is since we’re
alive to talk about ii.’’
The researchers believe the slight dimming is related to
the I I -year activity cycle of sunspots, the dark, relatively
cool areas that appear on the sun’s surface where magnetic
forces prevent internal heat from mos ins outward

DALLAS t AP)
When doctors’
average annual income declines, their
blood pressure goes up and stays high
for as long as live years. according to a
new study that shows it’s not just poor
people whose health is affected by
economic status.
The finding, in a professional
group with an average annual income
of S108,000 in 1984, parallels findings
previously made in blue-collar workers, said Robert Swank, an economist
front Johns I lopkins Medical School in
Baltimore.
He presented his findings yesterday at the annual meeting of the American Heart Association.
"There are not many decreases in
income ainong physicians, so their hypertension is fairly low ’ Swank said.
But the national average of doctors’ incomes did decline in six separate years since World War II. he said.
For each I percent drop in income, the number of doctors with elevated blood pressure rose 2.5 percent
the next year. "The association is
strong." Swank said.
He counted only those cases of
high blood pressure serious enough to
require medication.
Swank studied 1.130 white males
who graduated from Johns Hopkins
Medical School between 1948 and
1964. and compared their incidence of
blood pressure with national figures on
doctors’ incomes.
The incidence of high blood pressure. or hypertension. went up in each
of the six years that doctors’ income
declined, and it remained higher than
normal for live years after the decline.
Swank said.
He noted that some doctors developed higher Mood pressure in difficult
times even though their own incomes
might not have declined.
Doctors are sensitise to the economic outlook for their profession.
and they react with stress and high
blood pressure whether or not they are
personally affected. Swank said.
He said the incidence of high
blood pressure was an indicator of
other heart disease.
"High -blood pressure can also
lead to other life -threatening cardiovascular diseases." he said. "There litre the results suggest even more serious effects of economic stress t)n
health."
Previous studies have found that
the overall population and blue collar
workers, in particular, suffer from
poorer health during difficult economic times, Swank said.
’Some people believe that it’s
only poor people whose economic status affects their health:* Swank said.

The Associated Students Leisure
Services will hold sign-ups for the
Turkey Trot Race from 8 a.m. to 5
p.m. today in the Leisure Services office next to the Pub. The race is at
12:30 p.m. tomorrow. Call Jeff
Games at 277-2858 for information.
The Minority Student Biomedical
Reasearch Association will hold a general meeting at 12:30 p.m. today in
Duncan Hall, Room 505. Two graduate students will give information on
programs at the University of California at Berkeley. Call Randy at 277.1965 for information.
The Social Dance Club will hold
a dance workshop at 6 p.m. today in
the Student Union Guadalupe Room.
Call James Yuan at 370-3969 for information.
The SAL, Amateur Radio Club
will hold a meeting at 7 p.m. today in
the Engineering Building, Room 333.
Call Allen at 277-3470 for information.

The Student Health Service is
sponsoring a free adoption seminar at
noon tomorrow in the Student Union
Costanoan Room. The seminar.
"Adoption: Social, Legal Financial,
and Psychological Issues in the
1980s" is part of National Adoption
Week, today through Friday. Call
Oscar Battle at 277-3622 for information.
The Hillel Jewish Student Association’s weekly lunch and learn program will feature "The History and
Beliefs of the Jews of Ethiopia" at
noon tomorrow in the Campus Ministry Building. Participants should
bring a lunch. Call Sandra Silver at
294-8311 for information.
The SJSU Physics Club will feature a video tape "The Physics of
Magic" at 1:30 p.m. tomorrow in the
Science Building, Room 239. Call
Mahhouheh or Mark at 277-2422 for
information.
Career Planning and Placement

The Inter-Residence Hall Association will hold its weekly meeting at
7:30 p.m. tomorrow in the second
floor conference room in West Hall
Call Jenny at 277-3997 between 2 and
5 p.m. for information.

The American Medical AssociaMtn, which calculated that doctors’ income averaged $108,188) in 1984. has
said doctors’ income may soon decline
in the face of cost -control pressures
from government and the public.
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The Asian -American Christian
Fellowship will hold its weekly meeting at 7 p.m. tomorrow in the Student
Union Costanoan Room. Call Don
Chin at 997-7808 for information.

’This wasn’t a study to heat the
drums for doctors... Swank said.

Printing

will hold "Resume IL" a workshop.
from 2 to 4 p.m. tomorrow in the Student Union Costanoan Room. Participants should bring typed rough drafts
of resumes and letters to he critiqued.
Call Cheryl Allmen at 277-2272 for information.
The SJSU Pre -Law Association
will host a panel of attorneys at 5 p.m.
tomorrow in the Student Union Almaden Room. Elections for next semester’s officers will also he held. Call
Nicole Dennis at 277-8928 for information.

I le has now show it that the same
is true in an affluent group that has virtually no unemployment and presumably still has adequate access to
medical care even when its income declines.
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troversy would melt away. that he had ’ought
the Iran initiative from the start as "absurd."
Back in June 1985, Weinberger compared
the idea of developing new lies with Iran to
"inviting (Libyan leader Moammar) Gadhafi
over for a cozy lunch," said a source, speaking
on condition he not he identified.
In a striking example of how the game is
played in Washington. Weinberger was out of
town at a military computer trade show in
Charleston. W.Va., saying that Reagan’s position on terrorism was "fully understotx1 and
supported."
Anonymously. however, an official close

Alexander Haig, who was Reagan’s first
to Weinberger suggested if you’re looking tor
a culprit in this who led the policy down an secretary ot state. !Ought frequently with William Clark. then the national security adviser.
alley, it would he McFarlane ’
And yet Robert McFarlane, former Na- The struggle was mostly over access to the
tional Security Adviser, told The Washington president Haig lost and Reagan accepted his
Post that while it was sensible to try to open a resignation.
In the Carter years. Secretary of State
dialogue "with refonnist people in Iran" it was
"a mistake to introduce any element of arms Cyrus Vance and national security adviser
Zhigniew Bue/inskt had sharp differences
transfers imo ’
Confusing? Not any more than the way al- over the direction of U.S. foreign policy. The
liances take shape within the Cabinet room and disagreement boiled Elver when Vance’s advice
not to attempt a military rescue of American
across the top echelons of government.
Shultz and McFarlane were a cozy duo be- hostages in Iran was not taken by the president.
fore McFarlane quit his White House post a Vance quit.
In the Nixon years. Secretary of State
year ago. They frequently lined up against
Weinberger on arms control issues and other William Rogers did not have much of a chance
to disagree or agree with Henry Kissinger, the
aspects of U.S.-Soviet relations.
The fact that Shultz and McFarlane national security adviser. Rogers simply was
worked well together was in itself unusual. The cut out of several major policy decisions, infact that Shultz and Adm. John Poindexter. the cluding the U.S. opening to China. He reand the job went to Kissinger, in title
current security adviser, disagreed over Iran signed
as ksell as tact.
Was nol surprising

S.F. independent to be courted Blood pressure rises
as doctor income falls
by Democrats, Republicans
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Both think the president
made a mistake in
approving a weapons
purchase by Tehran,
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laced, the two senior Cabinet officers niade the
public aware of their objections
Weinberger
more indirectly than Shultz.
Shultz and Weinberger have had their differences in the Cabinet. Shultz, for instance,
favored striking out against terrorism. while
Weinberger was reluctant to use force.
That isn’t the way Reagan or any other
president
likes his advisers to behave. He
doesn’t mind dissent in the Cabinet room hut
not in the public arena. And yet, Reagan evidently can live with it.
The president dismissed rumors Shultz
might quit over Iran at a news confernece
Wednesday night.
"He knows that I want him to stay, and he
has in advance said that he wants to." Reagan
said. "There’s been no talk of resignation."
Meantime, there has never been a suggestion that Weinberger would quit over Iran.
even though he let it he known as late as
Wednesday. while Reagan was hoping the con -
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Asbestos casts a reflection of death
A once magical mineral
is potentially lethal
Ity David Rickard
!laity staff writer
For a parlor trick. the French
monarch Charlemagne used to pass a
tablecloth through a hunting flame to
"clean- it. The cloth was made trout
asbestos.
The ancient Romans realized its
indestructibility, weaving the fibers
into cremation clothes to preserve the
ashes of the deceased nobility.
More recently, asbestos has been
used without reservation for hundreds
itt applications Ii was easily lound in
nature. inexpensive and considered to
be relatively safe. Because of its
unique qualities, asbestos was termed
’the magical mineral."
Today, the benign image of asItestos has radically changed. Clinical
research beginning in the 1920s has re waled serious health hazards associated with asbestos contamination.
ranging irom scarring id lung tissue to
lethal, inoperable cancers.
More recent studies have uncovered intOrmation linking asbestos inhalation and Sudden Infant Death Syndrome, a feared and misunderstood
disease.
Asbestos is not one substance.
hut a genene name given to a group in
six naturally occurring librous silicates. A lllll site. chry snide, crocidolite, fiemolite, anthophyllite and actinotate all share the common trait of
resistance to chemical or physical destruction.
Because it can withstand temperatures up to 5(X) degrees centigrade.
asbestos was used primarily as insulation material, where it comes in a variety of forms.
Until the Environmental Protection Agency banned the practice in
1973, asbestos was often sprayed on
walls as fireproofing. Sometimes the
asbestos appeared fluffy and loose;
other times it was sprayed or troweled
to a rough, cement -like appearance.
Asbestos is commonly lound in
boiler or mechanical rooms, where ills
used as insulation around steam and
hot water pipes. It is also a common
ingredient in ceiling and floor tiles, filters, and textiles, as well as cement.
auto paint, brake and clutch linings.
However, asbestos is not confined to mechanical and automotive
establishments. Statistics compiled by
the Asbestos Victims of America, a referral and support group, indicate 15
million children and 1.2 million teachers and janitors are exposed to asbestos
every school day . Approximately HO
percent of all homes built before 1982
contain asbestos, according to EPA
I igures.
Additionally, the U.S. Bureau of
Mines reported that more than 800.000
tons ot asbestos is used in consumer
products each year.
There have been more than 27
asbestos -exposed
million
known
workers in the United States since the
1940s. according to AVA estimates. It
is expected that 676,000 Americans
will develop asbestos -induced lung
cancer by the year 2000.
Not all forms of asbestos are dangerous. Almost 90 percent of all asbestos is effectively immobilized by being
mixed with a bonding agent such as
cement.
However, it the asbestos is sawed
or sanded, or it the material softens
and the fibers are released, its size and
shape allows it to remain airborne for
indefinite periods of time, where they
can he inhaled.
"Once the litters are breathed in.
they stay in." said Heather Bechtel.
chief executive officer of AVA.
"Then they cut away like little
knives."
Asbestos has been related to a
number of diseases, but the three most
common afflictions are asbestosis. mesothelioma and lung cancer.
Asbestosis a progressive and
ii reversible scarring of the lungs

caused by exposure to large asbestos
fibers. The symptoms are shortness of
breath, fatigue and pain in the back or
chest. "Ii slowly suffocates them."
Bechtel said. "Many victims die of
pneumonia, heart attacks or strokes."
a very rare
Mesothelimna
and fast -acting form ol cancer, almost
always caused by asbestos and fatal.
There are two types of inesothehoma
- pleural (cancer of the pleura, the
membrane that lines the lungs and
chest cavity) and peritoneal (cancer of
the peritoneum. the abdomen lining).
Actor Steve McQueen died of a
heart attack after surgery for mesotheI Mina.
the unconLung cancers
trolled growth of abnormal cells, of
which asbestos is one cause. The
symptoms are a persistent cough or
change in cough habit, and chest pain.
Asbestos may also he the cause of
other cancers affecting the stomach,
colon. larynx, rectum and brain. Some
researchers believe asbestos fibers that
are coughed up and then swallowed
are responsible for some of these diseases.
Research has also turned up instances of asbestos-related diseases
among the family members and even
the pets of exposed workers, indicating significant health risks are posed at
lower levels than previously thought.
Pan of the nature of asbestos contamination is that it goes through a
long latency period. Although tissues
and cells begin to react to the asbestos
almost immediately. it takes years or
decades before clinical effects are noticed.
The latency period is approsimiddy 1(1-20 years for asbestosis. 21)30 years for most lung cancers. and
30-40 years for mesothelionui, said
Robin Dewey ot the American Lung
Association.
Exposure to asbestos is not a
guarantee that an individual will become ill. A number of risk factors
come into play, according to Dr.
Christian Stetz of the San Jose Medical
Group.
"The time of exposure. the duration of exposure and the genetic
makeup all modulate the chances up or
down, he said.
"But the major modifying factor
is smoking. By quitting. the victim
drops the odds of getting sick one hundredfold."
When loosely bound. "friable"
asbestos is encountered, three methods
of abatement are commonly recommended: removal, encapsulation or enclosure.
Removal is the most expensive
and dangerous of the three, hut experts
consider it the only way to eliminate
the danger permanently. The EPA suggests the work should only he done by
licensed professionals wearing protective clothing and respirators.
Encapsulation with a sealant
binds the fibers together. but is not
considered to be a permanent fix. Enclosure involves erecting a wall or
ceiling around the damaged area.
The dangers of asbestos contamination have only been widely circulated recently, hut the medical community has been conducting research
on the health hazards associated with
asbestos fibers since early in the century.
The British Medical Journal published the earliest report connecting asbestos with lung damage. In 1924.
W.E. Cooke wrote a story about a
woman who worked with asbestos and
died with extensively scarred lungs.
In a subsequent article on the subject, Cooke gave the disease the name
it has
-- pulmonary asbestosis
borne ever since.
Additional British studies soon
afterward demonstrated that the affliction was common to people exposed to
asbestos, and researchers on this side
of the Atlantic soon confirmed the ear-

April Swift Daily staff photographer
Joe lk Vera, SJSI, electrician, models the proteeth e suit worn by workers when entering
areas with hazardous levels of asbestos. The
her findings. By 1935. a positive link
was established between asbestos exposure and lung cancer.
The asbestos industry was apparently also well aware of the dangers,
judging from documents uncovered recently during the course of legal proceedings against asbestos producers.
According to a confidential file
published in 1982 by The New York
Times. Sumner Simpson, the publisher of the trade journal Asbestos,
suggested to manufacturer Johns-Man vale’s general attorney in 1935 that
they remain quiet about the dangers associated with the substance. Johns Manville was one of the nation’s leading asbestos makers.
"I think the less said about asbestos, the better off we are," Simpson
said in the report. The attorney agreed.

clothing consists of a paper body suit, plastic
gloves, paper hood, respirator and safety
glasses. Each employee is tested with the respi-

adding that "our interests are best
served by having asbestosis receive the
minimum of publicity."
At a March. 1957 meeting of the
Asbestos Textile Institute, a proposal
to launch a cancer study was voted
down. According to the minutes of the
meeting, taken from the Times article.
one of the reasons given was the feeling that "such an investigation would
stir up a hornet’s nest, and put the
whole industry under suspicion.
The single largest blanket exposure to asbestos was in the shipyards
during the 1940s and 1950s. An estimated 5 million U.S. workers were exposed to asbestos in shipyards at some
time.
According to figures cited by Dr.
Irving J. Selikoff, one of the nation’s
leading authorities on asbestos con -

Asbestos at SJSU
A report received by SJSU in October 1985 from Baker Consultants shows that many buildings on campus contain potentially
hazardous asbestos -containing materials
Asbestos hazards are ranked on a scale of one to seven, with one being the best condition, and seven being the worst This graph
is) categories five, six and seven. Categories one through tour did not require immediate cleanup
CATEGORY SEVEN
required immediate attention in Oct. 1985
Dwight Bente! Hall West
Building BB
Computer Center
Industrial Studies
Men’s Gym
Women’s Old Gym
CATEGORY SIX
required attention by Oct 1986
Dwight Bentel Hall West
Art Building
Aeronautics Building
Instructional Resource Center
Dudley Moorehead Hall
Sweeney Hall
Industrial Studies
Music Building and addition
Men’s and Women’s gyms additions

Science I
Hugh Gillis Hall
Duncan Hall addition
Physical Education, south campus
Tower Hall
CATEGORY FIVE
needs repairs in the next live years
Student Union
Heating-Cooling Plant
Faculty Office
Buildings 0, DD, BB, SS, FF
Spartan Stadium
Dwight Bente! Hall West and Fast
Computer Center
Cafeteria
Administration
Art Building
Instructional Resource Center
Dudley Moorehead Hall
Sweeney Hall

Home Economics
Tower Hall
MacQuarrie Hall
All seven residence halls
Business Tower
Business Classrooms
Health Building
Industrial Studies
Music Building . nd addition
Men’s Gym and addition
Physical Education and Recreation
Science I
Hugh Gillis Hall
Duncan Hall and addition
Physical Education, south campus

The Engineering Building, the old Science
Building and Wahlquist Library Central and
North have been repaired.

rator to make sure the air seal is tight. Facial
contours, beards, and moustaches affect the
seal. Workers sometime wear oxygen tanks.

lamination, more than 100.000 people
have died front asbestos-associated
diseases, and an additional 350,000
may die from past exposure.
Selikoff, the director of the Environmental Sciences Laboratory of the
Mount Sinai School of Medicine in
New York, said the figures were predicated on the assumption that asbestos
exposure would cease after 1980. He
has since called this a dubious assumption." predicting the tragic toll
of death and disease will extend longer
than we thought."
Another area of research currently being explored is the possible
link between asbestos contamination
and Sudden Infant Death Syndrome. A
study of the subject, conducted by the
Pathology Department of the University of Texas, is due to be published in

March.
Initial findings by Dr. Abida
Hague have shown extremely elevated
asbestos levels in the lungs of infants
who had died from Sudden Infant
Death Syndrome. Bechtel said.
Some of the children, who ranged
in age from 2.5 to 10 months, had the
same levels as adult inesothelioma victims, she said.
However, not all the victims had
traces of asbestosis in their lungs, suggesting that asbestos contamination is
only one possible factor.
Even more disturbing are reports
that some hospitals still use asbestos in
incubators, bassinets and warmers, she
said.
"If autopsies were performed on
all Sudden Infant Death Syndrome victims, we might he able to track down
these hospitals... Bechtel said.

Asbestos threat remains
esp i te survey fi ndings
.

l’ONTAMINA710N, /rum page I
A university spokesman said he believes
students are not endangered by the asbestos
on campus.
"To the hest of my knowledge, the level
of asbestos on campus presents no immediate
health hazard to individuals." said Richard
Staley. director of news and publication services.
Staley said that unless the ceiling tiles or
the lagging around pipes is disturbed, none of
the buildings identified as having potentially
hazardous levels of asbestos are dangerous.
Some
the factors taken into account
by the survey team were: the physical condilion of the asbestos, the level of exposure. accessibility. occupancy and the likelihood the
fibers would be released into the air.
The Engineering Building. old Science
Building and Wahlguist Library were cleaned
tip over the summer. The contaminated por!ions of the Engineering and old Science
buildings were given priority because of cur-

a

We have also had (the
asbestos) removed from
old Science (Building).’
’

Gail Fullerton,
SJSU president
rent and future renovation projects. said President Gail Fullerton at her news conference
Tuesday.
"We had the asbestos removed from that
part of the Engineering Building we have
since demolished," she said. ’We have also
had it removed from old Science."
Fullerton blamed unexpectedly high bids
for prematurely halting cleanup of the remain ing 21 buildings recommended for abatement
within the year. The cleanup cost, originally
estimated in the survey. was $3.6 million for
SJSU.
See St ’ATI..T. page 5
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Asbestosis afflicts SJSU prof
who taught in tainted facility
STRICKEN, from page I
it makes you a little concerned about the
administration’s attitude toward the troops in
trenches."
he said. "They thought so little
the
about us that they didn’t even warn us (about
the asbestos).’’
News of his illness comes one year after
SJSU administrators received the results of a
systemwide survey on the extent of asbestos
contamination on the campus.
The report, by Baker Consultants of Los
Angeles. recommended that 24 buildings found
to have hazardous levels of asbestos he cleaned
up within 12 months. To date, only three buildings have been cleaned, including the old Science Building.
The professor said there was no doubt in
his mind that he inhaled the asbestos fibers in
the old Science Building.
"All my activities were in that building."
he said. "I spent at least 25 hours per week teaching class in there, plus office time.
"There were steam pipes wrapped in asbestos running from the floor to the ceiling,
right next to the blackboard... he said. "Metal
carts were bumping into them, and people were
rubbing against them all the time. We knew it
was asbestos, hut there wasn’t much of a concern hack then."
The Baker report confirmed that pipes
throughout the entire building were insulated
with asbestos lagging. The old Science Building was rated at level six, which the report said
required attention within one year.
"The general public didn’t know much
about it, hut the people responsible should have
been on the ball," he said. "They could have
warned people."
Asbestos presents no health hazard when
it remains intact, such as when it is bonded
with a sealing agent for application around
steam and hot water pipes.
However, if the asbestos -containing
material is damaged, worn or deteriorated, microscopic fibers are released into the atmosphere. Once airborne, they can remain suspended indefinitely and he inhaled deeply into
the lungs.
Asbestos is associated with three primary
asbestosis. lung cancer and mediseases
sothelioma. Although it is progressive and incurable, asbestosis does not guarantee that the
victim will he debilitated.
Lung cancer and mesothelioma take
longer to manifest themselves, but represent
greater health hazards. Mesothelioma, which
attacks the lining of the pleural cavity or abdomen, is rare, fast -acting and always fatal

For the mos’ pao, the ashetosis hasn’t
forced the SJSU protessor toc Una’ I any normal
activities. The disease is more disturbing for
what it can heroine than what it is, he said.
Its like a little time bomb, ticking away
inside, waiting to turn to cancer." he said.
"It’s so insidious. You newr know when, or if
twill happen.
"When it finally does rear its ugly head, it
may he too late "
When the pain hits, however, his routine
is radically disrupted. The first jolt struck early
in the summer, he said.
He and his sstle had spent the first three
weeks of summer at their cabin in Northern
California, cleaning up alter a year of disuse.
Much of the time had been spent in the garden
pulling weeds, hut he couldn’t recall doing
anything to account for the excruciating pain in
his chest.
It hit suddenly, at dinner with friends.
"We just sat down to eat when it struck
me, on the left side of my chest under the armpit." he said
At first it felt like a gas pain.
hut then a kept on going."

pulmonat asbestos’.
The prolessor said the infrequent pains a:
excruciating "But, that’s a minor thing. It
the prospect of mesothelioma or lung can ,
that’s the important thing.’’ he said. "Theie
no dealing ,Nith that .’
Asbestosis is untreatahle, he said. "Al] ,
can do now is ss itch it. 1’ Monunately . the oi,[
way to check it is v. ith X-rays. which ink,
sifies the likelihood iil carcinogenic acti.,,
The professor said any decision
legal action against the university or thc
system would hinge on how the disease de,.
ops.
"If it becomes debilitating or manilests itself as cancer, I would have no recourse hut to
take action to cover medical expenses." he
said.
"If I die of it. you het there’s going to he

Tlic Asbestos
11P

eime Bomb
11,m Liken ,. les,iiise its 0.11e v.oult.1 nerd
something to the on." he said.
The prolessor said nothing has been done
to warn other teachers and employees since he
alerted the administration of his condition, despite his suggestions

’I would still like them to inform my colleagues of the danger," he said. "There still
haven’t been any notices put in people’s mailboxes.
"It couldn’t he through ignorance." he
said. ’’It’s just that they couldn’t he bothered.’’

’(Asbestosis) is like a
little time bomb, ticking
away inside, waiting to
turn to cancer. It’s so
insidious. You never
know when, or if it will
happen. When it finally
does rear its ugly head,
it may be too late.
If it becomes
debilitating or manifests
itself as cancer, I would
have no recourse but to
take action to cover
medical expenses.’

His first thought was that he’d broken a
rih, so he wrapped an elastic bandage around
his chest. It helped during the daytime, hut
sleeping became almost impossible at night.
Cs. CO V. ith the use of a heating pad, he said.
"In the first week it was really quite disabling," he said. ’’later it turned into kind of a
dull, background pain ’
Aker three weeks of what he called
"sleepless nights and Mach% e days," the pain
subsided enough to remove the bandage, hut it
came back in August. The pain had just begun
to diminish when he went in for a routine medi
cal checkup.
’11 ii wasn’t for the second pain just be
lore I went to see the doctor. I probably still
wouldn’t know... he said. "I lust mentioned in
passine thin I had been leeling some chest pain.
He tapped on my chest .1 few times and listened
with a stethoscope, then took X-rays."
The pictures revealed a number of shadows on the membrane lining the chest cavity.
Tests were run to determine it the growths.
called plaques. were caused by tuberculosis.
histoplasmosis is alley fever) or a variety of
her diseases. hut all came hack negative.
Alter an anti-inflammatory drug failed to
help, the professor was sent to a specialist. He
found e, idence of the plaques on X-rays going
ci a year. then made the diagnosis -hack
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University cited by state in ’85 for unsafe conditions
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SURVEY, from page 4
"The bids all came in well over
the available funds," she said. "We
didn’t get enough people interested in
bidding on some of the projects, and
there were no bidders on others."
Money for asbestos removal is .i!
located from the CSU special repair
fund. Fullerton said. The nearly Sb
million the university will receive
from the passage of Proposition :56
earlier this month will come from the
sale of bonds.
The university is allotted a certain
amount of special repair money each
year. said Peggy Asuncion, SJSU facilities planning manager. If an emergency should arise requiring special
repair funds, the money would have to
he drawn from another project on the
list.
Fullerton said most of the asbestos remaining on campus is confined to
boiler and mechanical rooms.
In addition to the Baker stir’ s’ .
SJSU was also investigated by the
state Occupational Safety and Health
Administration last year for a number
of asbestos-related safety violations.
The university was cited by Cal,
OSHA in September 1985. for "serious carcinogen violations" after it
failed to meet a July 30 deadline to
correct the following unsafe conditions:
An asbestos spill in the filter
room of the old Women’s Gym and
discarded pipe insulation in the base.ment of the Science Building were not
cleaned up as required.
Asbestos waste in the mechanical room of the Old Cafeteria was not
collected and disposed of in sealed impermeable containers as specified in
the state administrative code.
Caution labels were not attached to damaged asbestos pipe insulation in the mechanical room of
Wahlquist Library South.
The investigation began after a
group of SJSU employees filed a complaint with Cal -OSHA. citing unsafe
conditions in the workplace. The three
violations have since been rectified.

hotos by Abraham Hate Daily start

The cr.-dings of the old Science Building show the scars of asbestos removal. The building, stagnant since 1980 w hen it was closed because of contamination, is scheduled for renovation. The
project should lie completed by. 1989.

Who to contact

If you have questions about
asbestos, the following agencies
can help you find the answers.
For information, support, referrals
and local monthly meetings:
Asbestos Victims of America
P.O. Box 559
Capitols, CA 95010
(408) 425-3646
For worker education and employee consultation.’
Cal/OSHA
525 Golden Gate Ave

photographer

San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 557-1946
Environmental Protection Agency
Air and Hazardous Materials
Division
215 Fremont St.
San Francisco, CA 94105
(415) 974-8201
For occupational health programs’
American Lung Association
562 Mission St., suite 203
San Francisco, CA 94105-2910
(415) 543-4410

Removal unsafe, should be left to experts
By David Rickard
Daily staff writer
Approximately 140 percent of all
homes built in America before 1982
are likely to have asbestos in them,
according to figures compiled by the
Protection
Environmental
federal
Agency.
Those numbers, coupled with a
growing awareness of the significant
health hazards presented by exposure
to airborne asbestos fibers, have led
some homeowners to take matters into
their own hands.

It could he a dangerous mistake,
according to the president of an asbestos abatement firm.
"There are a kit of potential problems involved in asbestos removal, not
only from a health and safety point of
view," said Tim Hassler. president of
ABMS Inc. "People trying to do it
themselves often create more problems
than they solve."
Most authorities on asbestos recommend against doing the joh yourself. Hassler advised people suspecting asbestos contamination to start by

contacting an industrial hygienist to also leaves the source untouched.
Encapsulation is the process of
conduct an on -site assessment.
The EPA recommends choosing spraying the asbestos -contaminated
material with a sealant to prevent the
one of three methods enclosure, encapsulation or removal and replace- release of fihers into the air. Ibis also
ment. Hassler said only two methods relatively cheap. hut requires periodic
are practical, both from a safety and fi- inspection and can make removal even
nancial point of view -- remove the more difficult, should it need to he
done.
asbestos or leave it alone.
Removal and replacement is
Enclosure, which involves constructing a harrier around the asbestos, the most expensive. hut is considered
is considered the least satisfactory of the only -sure way of eliminating the
the methods. While it is relatively in- danger. This is the option to choose if
expensive and reduces exposure, it the asbestos is clearly deteriorating.

Campuo
Groups want to ban hunger, homelessness
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By Mad Martin
Daily start writer
Lunchtime pedestrians near the art quad
on Wednesday Saw the results of a semesterlong study of local waste, hunger and housing
needs
At the beginning ot the fall semester, students in Robert (diner’s Sociology 115 (Mass
Sociel) I divided into three groups of 10 to 12
people. Each group was directed to research a a
serious local problem. said Steve Tiger, a senior sociology major
Tiger’s gratin, called Waste Watchers, decided to measure the amount of Mod wasted in
SJSU’s Dining Commons alter someone mentioned seeing trash cans lull of edible food
hemp discarded, he said
Another group. the Hunger Busters, proposed a hypothetical 27th Amendment to the
U.S Constitution. hunger Buster’s spokesman. Paul Munroe. a junior social science
major, said the amendment would require the

U.S. government to provide poverty level
According to the U.N. Food and AgriculAmericans with the ntinimum daily nutrients ture Organization, the food wasted yearly at the
recommended by the U.S. Department of Agri- Dining Comnion. could feed 31.533 people.
culture.
This estimate is based on an average of 18
Coalition for the Homeless, the third lbs. of food per day for a family of lour. Tiger
group, investigated the housing shortage in the said.
downtown area, interviewing the Santa Clara
The Hunger Busters approached the hunCounty board of supervisors and the U.S. De- ger problem from a different angle.
partment of Housing and Urban Development,
They believe the government should guarsaid Mary Romig. a senior psychology major.
antee a minimum daily allotment of nutritious
Waste Watchers discovered that the Din- food to everyone, said Paul Munroe, a junior
ing Commons throws away 860 lbs. of edible sociology major.
Food every week, or about one-half pound per
"You can lind the USDA’s recommended
person. Tiger said. The Dining Commons daily allotment (RDA) on the hack of every
serves approximately 3,000 meals per day on box of Wheelies." Munroe said.
weekdays, said Ray Firato, the assistant manA 27th Amendment should he passed.
ager.
said Hunger Buster Patti Nelson. "Anyone
An informal survey of 170 dorm students who cannot obtain adequate nutrition through
indicated that 64 percent believed students employment, government assistance/support
wasted too much food, hut 74 percent of those would have a legal basis for action if the proviquestioned thought others wasted more than sions of the new amendment were not ’net,"
they did. Tiger said.
according to the group’s public:111On

Coalition for the Homeless disco% ered
that there are more the 15,000 homeless in
Santa Clara County alone. Figures were hard to
obtain because each agency in the county has a
different method of compiling them. said Don
land’, a junior advertising major.
Of that 15,0(8). nearly 65 percent are families. according to HUD figures. HUD subsidizes only 6,000 units in the county.
There is a five-year wait for subsidized
housing, according to HUD figures. And when
the sign-ups reached 8.000. the list was closed.
the coalition’s brochure stated.
The coalition has advised Supervisor Zoe
Lolgren of its findings and will present its recommendations to the supervisors in December.
Lindi said.
Many participants in Sociology 115’s research project think the information they have
gathered will change their daily lives in some

Kevin James. a Hunger Buster and Delta
Upsilon member, said he is much more aware
of the poor and disabled near his fraternity
house and in the community. He has volunteered at Fishes and Loaves, a neighborhoixf
shelter, he said.
"If one man can make a small difference,
then two people who feel the same way can
make a bigger difference, and so on." Munroe
said. "It made me led a little more a pan of the
political scene."
Lindt has ridden with the police through
District 3 (the area near Story and White roads)
and said he’s amazed at the number of cars
parked along the streets and in the yards.
Lindt said he was told by an officer that
some houses in the area have a family in every
bedroom, or up to four families per house.
There arc also many people living in their
cars in East San Jose, Lindt said. He said he
thinks layoffs and job cutbacks are the main
cause of homelessness here.

Stegner assails technological advancement Consultant donates
Pulitzer-prize winning author
$1,000 paycheck
says humanities needed, not TV
By Sue Kay abu
Daily staff writer
Pulitzer-prize winning author
Wallace Stegner compared technoligy to the opening of Pandora’s box.
letting the plagues that bedevil mankind loose lor the world to witness.
Emphasizing the negative as is-cis lit technology, former Stanford
niversity Prot. Stegner spoke
about the difference living in a "deprived" area had on his interest in
the humanities and the contrast of
is mg in an area with technological
ads awes
"Deprivation may he the greatest boon to education." Stegner
said, explaining his own need for
culture in the rural area of Montana
where he was raised.
Approximately 500 people
filled the Music Concert Hall Thursday night to Near the author. His appearance marked the debut of the
Martha Heasley Cox Lecture Series,
which sponsors an author to speak at
no charge
Stegner won the Pulitzer Prize
lor the tinsel "Angle of Repose" in
1971 and the National Book Award
tor "The Spectator Bird" in 1976.
Stegner said Silicon Valley
should he particularly interested in
how the humanities contribute to society because the humanities may
appear to be just "frills" in an area
designed for engineers.
"Technology is more often a
problem than a solution." he said.
"The arts and humanities may seem
like net frills, hut they are the wisdom of the race "
Arlene Okerlund, academic interim vice president, said the lecture

series was delayed a year because
the person responsible for the series,
SJSU English Prof. Martha Heasley
Cox. listed Stegner as her first
choice, and he was busy writing a
novel last year.
Stegner said reading might fix
the harm technology has done to society, hut he asked "how do you get
someone to read after 40 years of
TV."
"The chief glory of America is
that it has kept a pot)l open to anyone." Stegner said. "You can go in
to your feet, waist, neck or above
your head."
Many people are choosing to
fill up the pool with business classrooms, engineering classrooms and
computer science classrooms and
may he ignoring the humanities, he
said.
"In my prejudiced mind, I see
them as lost," Stegner said. "They
are more interested in takeovers,
reading the Wall Street Journal and
circumstances to he filed into a detailed life.
"I wouldn’t want to go to a
heaven without any literary critics,"
Stegner said.
Laziness has made language
change, which added play fullness.
People can kill language by supressing the feedback, shadows, and
connotations associated with the use
of language. Stegner said.
"Language isn’t fixed and set.
though some want to make it that
way
mostly lawyers," Stegner
said. "It’s a living organism."
He also spoke about the problems faced by some of the first
atomic scientists.

CONSULTANT, from page I
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%1 allace Stegner, before lecturing to a packed Slusic Concert flail
First they had to figure out how
to harness the atom, then they had to
contemplate what to do when the
problem was solved -. if they
should or should not use it for warfare, he said. The aftermath created
more problems than the original.
Stegner said science cannot he
relied upon to solve the problems

society. And people %Ito
are taking advantage or the lechno
logical boom, the engineers and
computer science students are still
enrolling in humanities courses, ii
not majoring in them.
"People won’t live without
them, even if they can’t live hv
them." Stegner said.
Created by

More than 3,000 students get measles shots
EICLS jr
page I
istrative assistant said that Ed Chambers, executive
assistant to the vice president and Redwine were not
available for continent, hut said she believed most
students have complied with the mandate.
Miller sat at the head of the "operating table"
set up in Room 210 of the !Keith Services building
Tuesday busily filling needles with serum while
about 25 students completed paperwork downstairs
and five SS aim! outside the room to receive shots.
Peggy Foster, an administrative assistant for
Health Services. said 205 students received iMmUnizat ions between 8am. and 1:30 p.m. on Tuesday.
The numbers continued to increase with about
400 shots being administered during the same hours
im Thursday, L;Ria said.
"Right after lunch seems to he the busiest time

That’s when they really file in.’’ Miller said.
Everything went very smoothly for the clinic.
he said.
"We’re fortunate that students are being so cooperative . . . without them this would not he so
successful,’ Miller said.
Mary Syhen, Mary Dunlap and Jennifer Cameron, seniors in the SJSU nursing curriculum. helped
administer shots under Miller’s Supers hum
"They’ve helped immensely and it gives them
experience also." Miller said.
"It’s a lot of fun . . . students have been really
good, and we haven’t had any had experiences yet
- nobody’s cried." Syben said.
The three volunteered their services, working
around their class schedules to participate in the
clinic. she said.
Immunizations given in West Hall last week

were very successful also, Miller said.
’There were so many students we ran out of
vaccine and had to come hack home,’’ Miller said.
There has been a higher turnout than expected
at the clinic. which is good since Health Service of
feared they would receive a sudden stampede of
students waiting until the last minute. he said.
Paperwork is running smoothly in Admissions
and Records as well, where the ultimate red tape
pileup would he expected.
"There’s no problems, things are going line."
Redwine said.
The measles immunization program is in response to a mandate received by the California State
University chancellor’s office in September requiring students to show proof of immunization to enroll
for spring semester. Miller said

New TV studio control room joins two disciplines
By Sue Kiyabu
Daily stall writer
Two sections within the Theatre
Arts Department have joined together
to help complete the TV studio control
MORI

"It’s never been dime before."
said Stanley Baran, theater arts chairman. "The distinct units (of the department) haven’t worked together to
solve their nbiblell1S...
Ratho-televisum and drama have
wined together to complete the studio
control room, which is used for the
production and editing of the TV programs.
’The arts need the mass media.’
Baran said. "Everyone in the department will benefit by the completion of
the studio.
"Actresses are not going to make
a living unless they know how to
frame shots Dance people need to realize that more people see one televised dance production than all the live
performances in history. Radio -television people need to learn to work
with the artists," Baran said.
Thursday night’s profits from the
SJSU production of the musical. ’’Thel
Robber Bridegroom." will go toward
the completion of the studio, Baran
said.
The $75,000 control room will
receive emu’s ’mutely S2.000 from the
profits of the play.
Suggested by Bob Jenkins, director of theater arts, the profits front last
night’s performance have been earmarked to help finish the control

room, which had a scheduled completion date of Aug. IS, Baran said.
The control room has been
plagued with problems since construction began in June. It was originally
designed to make the studio handicapped -accessible. said Jim LeFever.
Cecil ities coordinator
It has no equipment installed because of an air conditioning problem,
which is being worked out by the facilities department and the contractor.
"Without the air conditioner, we
cannot finish the facility for what it
was intended," Baran said.
The cost of installing the wiring
and connecting the equipment to finish
the room is approximately SI0,(X)0. he
said.
To come up with the approximately 58,000 needed to complete the
studio, Baran said he has a tentative
plan to hire Lily Tomlin to teach a
workshop and stage her one -woman
show at SJSU.
"No one should get too excited.
I’ve only talked to her manager. and
he likes the idea." Baran said.
The tentative plan includes Tomlin training six SJSU actresses, each to
,take a character in her show "Search
for Intelligent Life in the Universe,"
and directing them for nine -day run
during the semester break. Baran has
already received approval from the
dean to horrow 510,000 to make the
show possible.
The studio, which used to he a library in the department, has three
times the space as the old room and

has the control panels in a inice efficient place. LeFever sad.
"Trying to cram 3(1 students into
a 5 -by -10 space. then add a wheelchair, just didn’t work." LeFever
said.
In addition to the space problem,
the equipment was outdated and the
lighting was poor, LeFever said.
Plans for the completion of the
studio include the production of a soap
opera, which would incorporate all the
departments. Baran said.

’Everyone in the
department will
benefit by the
completion of the
studio.’
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Changing
The Face
of
San Jose

Downgrade
issue stalled
for 4 years
CLOSURE, from page I
the street hut would have been the first
step toward eventual closure.
Fullerton said closure was necessary to physically unify the campus
and for the safety of some 10.(XX) students, particularly those who are disabled, who cross the street on a given
day.
Downgrading was needed to assure private or state funding for the
mall. Fullerton said.
Campus Community Association
President April Halberstadt and Camera One and Camera Three co-owner
Jim Zuur led the opposition to the
downgrade request.
After the vote, Halberstadt said
she had mixed feelings about the council decision.
"We’re still going to have too
much traffic in the neighborhood,"
Halberstadt said.
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progress was made in spite of Thursday’s decision.
Both council members made
strong pleas to the rest of the council to
vote against the motion for deferral,
which Sonneman said was a sign of
encouragement.
"What we didn’t have before was
a commitment by them to make such
an effort." he said."That’s the progress we made with a budget of

Stanley- Baran,
theater arts chairman

277-3171

I

lo he discarded, Sonneman said.
A reception for students planning
to attend the City Council meeting, catered at a cost of SIM), was attended
by approximately 15 people.
About $350 was used to print
fliers and purchase advertising and
supplies. Sonneman said.
The A.S. also arranged for the
university to furnish two buses which
carried a total of I I people to and from
the City Council meeting.
The mailing, which the A.S.
hoped would create a broad base of
support for the university, was not
completed because of a lack of student
s olunteers. said Sonneman. who earlier in the week complained student
apathy was thwarting the campaign efIon
Originally, the letters were to ask
recipients to write individual City
Council members in favor of downgrading. After it appeared the letters
would not go out until the Monday before the City Council meeting, a decision was made to reword the letters
asking recipients to call Vice Mayor
Susan Hammer, whose council district
includes SJSU.
On Tuesday morning, however.
all 1.000 letters still remained in the
S office, and the task force was
able to mail only 300 by the end of the
day.
The decisions to alter and cutback
the mailings were made at the last minme after no volunteers could he lound.
Sonneman said
"Several days in advance there
was still hope we could find enough
people lo gel the work done." he said.
The campaign suffered another
major setback when students failed to
show up for a door-to-door canvassing
walk on the day after the Spartan football team won its league championship.
Sonneman said at the beginning
of the campaign that successful mailing and canvassing campaigns were
vital to the lobbying effort. lie said the
task force would have to present evidence to the City Council that residents and business owners in the area
surrounding SJSU support downgrading San Carlos Street.
At the City Council meeting. 13
people who live or own businesses in
the campus area spoke against the university’s effort, while all those who
spoke in favor of downgrading were
SJSU employees or students.
Sonnentan, who earlier in the
week acknowledged that council merit hers Jim Beall and Iola Williams already supported the university, said
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Campus
Only an estimated 441 students showed their support for
the closure of East San Carlos Street at the San Joke City
Council meeting Thursday.
SJSU has been seeking closure of the street since 1983
and the Associated Students board of directors was counting
on a strong contingent of students at the counci: meeting.
although only I I students rode a shuttle bus provided l!!iihe
evening.
Attendance at the Wednesday Night Cinema programs
gave the Associated Students Program Board $2.267 for its
non -revenue generating account for October.
Each ot the live movie dates lOr October earned at least
S200. according to a monthly status report.

Manuel Ruiz

The Heal World
HEY, I Mt*,

The monotonous sound of pile drivers from the Rec
Center construction began as workers drove concrete and
steel into the ground Thursday. causing students in Prof.
Beau Kane’s fundemental and intermediate sound recording
classes to record it.
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"I think he’s spent one too many hours
commuting."

Since the construction began, they have used the noise
for a rare chance to try "ambiant sound." recording - capturing sound textures from a distance.
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envelopes
stuffed Guaranteed
Homeworiters needed for company promcl stuffing envelopes
and as.mbling reetorlais Send
Mammy.] self addressed envelope
to JBK Mall Co. P 0 Box 25-1

CHILD

ABUSE TREATMENT PRO.
GRAM Enhance personal & pro.
feesi.ai growth as Volunteer in
tern In world renowned local
program
Counseling. support

EUI IPIA RESTAURANT seek. lunch
end dinner busters & walteress
Good student lob Cell 280-6161
374S 1st St

[ors. grad & undergrad Espiedenc. from clerical lo post-gred.
Intro-to extrovert.’ WE NEED YOU
Hear campus ICEF PO Box
952.5 J 95108 280.5055

FRESHMAN SOPHMORE- Crark Typist Type 40WPM. Willow Glen
ere. 12-20 hours pot week Call
for appointment 2884281

RESEARCH PAPERS

it

.
CIts

C

11

15,278 AVAIL-

ABLE’ Catalog $200 Res.rch,
11322 Idaho. .20601. Los An.
gel.
90025
VISA MC
or
COD.(213) 477-8474
TWO CUTE KITTENS for FREE" Call
Craig
at
725-0744.
Monday
through Sunday eller 3pm

AUTOMOTIVE

Li -

11

Csaleic. Ca 91310

service.. mdmin dots processing.
public awareness. lundreising.
IOC Ml’ & mono-lingual, all ma.

HELP FOSTER KIDS!’ Work with soclad workers -day. evening. or Sal.
urday es caring volunteer Call
Evelyn Storm at 299-2784

BUGS FOR SALE"’ San Jo. best
B UGS All go/trent88.1," 1004. IIneming. OAC Call VW Restore.
don el 297-8200 5700 discount on
purchse w only ID
IS IT TRUE you can buy jeeps tor $44
through the US government,
Got the facts today’ Cell t.312.
742.1142. sist 13115
PROF

MUST SELL

’72

GHIA. excel

cond motor body Ong
12011 rebll carb 295-9096

owner.

81 FORD ESCORT WON AM FM case
00 4spd.esclt cond $2000 otter
Call Osvid at 275-0343
72 PLYMOUTH SATELITE SEABRING
motor.
400HP
plus
eutotrans slapstkk
c. ps. pth,
barn shift kit. 17k on new trans
736-8481. 8800 bo

COMPUTERS
APPLE MACINTOSH USERS
limo on
I aserWriter

dont
Plus

printer
WordprocesIng
and
troight typing servic. al. Call
DAYSTAR at 358-2717 Pickup
sod delivery R.sonable rates.
quality work,
COMPUTER EASE Computer llree Or
private Instruction on the IBM PC
In Wordstar wordperf.t. writing
assistant or professions, editor
South San Jose home Adernoon
cis... only 727.1990
DISK TO DISK CONVERSIONS
IBM MS-DOS CF M ALTOS
Portables-OSBORN TRS.130
Over 500 Disk formals
Word Pro
disk
$1400
cessorsMag
Tapes
Prompt Service PU & Delivery
Date
Soon.
Cr.tIve
lc.

(408)866-6080

IBM PC COMPATIBLE 6401. 2 floppy
Or 20 MOHO. monochrome monitor.
millet psrallei clock
card
dot -marls printer dos3 1, sod
wane etc.. 280-0759. 51000 ho
IBM XT COMPATIBLE. 256k. 2 drives.
monitor, keyboard. MG P $695
6406. ?OMB Yard disk drive
monitor. keyboard
$1095 Dot
nustris printer. $240 Len.. goal
111/. S295 One block from campus
404 5 3rd St , 02, corner of San
Salvador PC.COM, 2941606
MAC PLUS COMPUTER, keyboard.
mouse. esternal drive. 3 mlha
new, 81700 ho Greg. 971-2942

FOR SALE
CANON TYPE MATE 10 Paid $279. will
sell 8190 Too complex for my
use’ 1 5 KB text memory. text edifunction -4 ran ting. typetrng
queues. calc mode, fully porteble
O ac -dc power choice Call 293)905
FUTONS" Oualtly cotton products
Create your own living & sleeping
%secs *Rh our tutons.
end frames Custom Futons & Pillows Pius, 900 5 Wincheeter
296-6161
San
Jose
Blvd
GRAND OPENING SALE"

F

lobs avail, 1 block file SJSU
Sales wailer ess Apply in person
et Chez Crolibianl Cafe, 3rd A San
Carlos

JOBS’ JOBS’ JOBS’ Ideal for students Join our marketing staff
Take now and renewal magstine

KIDDIE WORLD TOYS. 3640 Stevens
Creek Blvd. Son Jose, 741.1100
Warehouse. sales. cashier positions open Apply .1 Kiddie World.
NO calls
LOOKING

FOR

PART TIME work)
Togo’s .1 900 N First St Is hlring
for day lime positions Please call
7674570 or Inquire wIthin

pay. hours Mesible @round school
schedule Two-dra days. 10-35
hm we interviews 114-4- 34pm
Contact Mike or Lucy at 356-3095.
1547510. Gatos Blvd
OFFICE ASSISTANT NEEDED, part.
lime NOW. lull -time Christmas
break Call Debby or Janet 11101
?
s Fumffipe-296 7393
PART & FULL TIME RETAIL HELP’ Nstionol
limn
preparing
for
Christmas, work end semester
break wars if liccopted you wit;
earn 5925 starting’ Part 110.0 )201
earnings per %reek equal 5185
Full (40) earning per week equal
4370 No experienc Is needed because of our Intensive on the lob
training program Good meth and
reeding skills are
plus
Some
ev.Ing and weekend positions
It. ’meltable end some flexibility
is allowed during Noel exams In
eddltIon, If you quality, corporate
scholarships am sward.. Inter
nships are possible. and you may
earn 2.3.4 credits per gunner or
.m.ster During your winter,
spring, and ospecrally summer
brooks. 1011 time work Is srallabie
Coil today for information and an
inlervMw. or call Mondey through
Friday between 10 AM? PM (4081

companies

Part-Orne,

AFTER SCH001 SUPERVISION help
tirlth homework. two children F.
Orange room & boon) or wasps
Weekdrys 3-6prn Almaden Vailey

1920. CLASSIC I Minn yr bonus rm
Mull be clean. quiet & sober 551
5 6th St $150 Call Roban 2872077 atter 5prn

PERSONAL
ALICIA M. YOU WORK AHOL IC’ Just
reminder that we have an en.
moment in Monterey this week
end SIGMA NU PD. remember,
Just don I torgel the blender’ IN
BACKACHE))

TEACHERS & AIDES tor preschool
1G SJ sr. 6 Ed E units preferred
(408)7241131
TEACHERS FOR SMAL L proleselonal

&
care as pan of research promcl
If you have had low back pain tor
more than 6 months & are 20-55
yrs old. please call Pelmet Col.
1.9. 01 Chiropractic -West at 14081
244-8907.W 401

FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to
live with sincere handicapped
man Please call Brian at 291)7308
0111 L FL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA.
TION" Shabbal dinner. parties.
Sunday brunches *clones. Tues.
1..11
day Lunch and Learn.
dancing, holiday <ebbed..
For information call Millet at 294.
8311
MUNGOJERRIE-HAPPY 22nd BIRTH.
DAY" It. been a wondertut
weeks and 1100k forward to many
more with my silly old beer ’ PS
I m ffil not playing with
full
duck’ Ti Arno, RUMPLETEASER
NATIONAL GAYBI contact club IS
mon and women Confident., low
rates Mind SASE to NGCC P 0
Bow 28781-8, San Jose C
95159
NEED 76 OVERWEIGHT PEOPLE to
fry new herbal weight control program No drugs, no exercise
1000. guaranteed Call (406) 2457503
PROFESSOR EXAM Fil ES available
for
Engineering
18
required
courses in CE. FE ME and Mel
For, FIT Calculus Chemistry
e nd Physics Arairable al Spartan
Bookstore & Roberts Book Store
UNWANTED HAIR REMOVED PERMS
NENTI V.’

Confidential. 335 5
Baywood Ave . San Jose Call
741-7490 tor sppoilitment
WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christian Center Sunday -Lutheran 10 45 ant
Catholic 4 00 and 6 00 pm Meese
call Campus Ministry at 296-0204
tor worship,couffiesting.program
and study opportunitbs
Rev
Nstelle Shires Fr Bob Leger.Sr
Joan Panetta. Rev Nods Firn
habor
YOUNG I IFF WORKERS needed Get
involved in an exciting Lilt..,
youth ministry in East Certtrel SJ
Cell 25934745. info

SERVICES
BARE IT ALL" Stop ithaving, waxing.
tweezing Let rne permanently remove your unwanted hair (chin.
bikini, tummy, moustache, beck

stmopreschool
with caring
sphere Need ECE. enthusiasm,
sod creelivity Flexible hours &
friendly staff Little Scholars Pre.

shoulders. etc) , 50. 01.0untS to
students and acuity Call before
Christen.. 1966 & gel your 1st
appt at 1 2 price Unwanted hair

80h001, 238-1474 0t274’4726
TELEMARKETING E XC El L ENT COMMUNICATORS needed to .11
radio alt time 2 shifts. 5.rn-12. or
1pre
5prn (TEN) $10 hr
BONUS Cell Mrs Green al 377.
3800
SALES-part time Soil
subscriptions to the Mercury News Guerenteed 64 50 hr plus
commission Shifts 9AM-1PM or
4 30PM-8 30PM, Mon -Fri
plus
Sal Call today 1406)963.1800

TELEPHONE

TELEPHONING

Fr. eramlnallon

easy

st.kly paychecks 87 to
$15 hourly commission. complete
Reining provided Greet esperl.
once for your resume R C SmIth
Corp. 2470570

SET APPOINTMENT.

your phone 55 per verified impt
Ora 87 when self (node by others Also, sales canvas., call on
businesses IDEATECH. Mr Stow.
art. 356-4633

ual seeking sperlenc In core.
pellthre .dronment Call Dove
(415)593-2798

HELP WANTED

ROOM. klchn pr.. In trade for housework. some care for elderly man
405 70th Call Don 298-7116

PART TIME JOBS" We men,et auto
club Memberships tor the motor

coot transportation needs for the
student 30 day guarant. All
eles final Call Day 942.7736

lo choose from’ We II oleo 0C,e0t
WV used your.. tor credit to
word the annual fee UNI WISED
borrowing The Seminar I ibrary
(606)92422225 137

ROOM FOR RENT FEMALE 1 bik frrn
SJSU. turn, large room. 52130 moo
Call 20971693 before Ilpm

275.9885 if the line Is busy.
please be patient end try again
An equal opportunity company

oil

to

RESERVE AN APT for January Huge
security. 2 bdrm 28th 1 bik from
carnpus. 140 F Williams & 4th
See Kelly or call 287-5318

McDONAl Ds NOW HIRING’ Premium

WANTED. MARKET RUMNESS PA
type to help recent <diode grad
tind sponsors for professional
auto racing endeavor Excellent
opportunity for ambitious individ.

El. 293-4780 An for Joe

grad ludonti are seeking
share apt hi. Call 275-9691

orders by phone Mon Ihru Weds
& Sat & Sun Outstanding earning
potential Call 370.9090

I SELL ONI Y ONE model and sire
(23") of bike. but you can own a
now 12.speed tor teas than $85
%MC Bicycle Sales offers low.

WHY BUY SEMINAR COURSES, Per
row them from us, Real F
Molivetionsi. Sales & Business
home study courses Hundred.

tile parent SJSU apts. my 12 year
old daughter and I M prof work
Ind woman and urban plenning

HOUSING
AFFORDS’. F HOUSING" STUDENT
DISCOUNT Fully honished. secure and este rooms. FREE Mill Ile and housekeeping service
R.sonabie rerassherod or single available Walking dialanc to
San Jo. State Office 72 N 5th
ST, 996-0234
APT AVAIL DEC 19 FREE rent In..
change for answering buslnies.
phone Share nk & bth Full cooking prls ell olIlyle. p.14 tor 7 lei
to SJSU Call Art el 243.7188
DUE TO THE recent closing of the sin

diseppsars with my rare Green C
Chelgren. R F Cell 559-3500, for
!mil ,645 S Bascom Am CC
HAIR TODAY GONE TOMORROW
FE

IF."
IS THAT DESIGN protect
die I you have no resources for
Idea. or whet to build) SHI Electronics is committed lo offering
low cost electronic (component)
& computer Intormalion needs for
the student Call Days 942.7736
Eves 293-4780 ask for Joe

ENJOY LIFE AS

college student. Sc

minute tape Send 56, addr. to
Scott Elliott. 1409 Walker Pt Rd
Baysiel Ca 95524 guaranteed

ars. scholars, end public &Octets
Specializing in historic.. poillical, biographical topics Student
discounts avallble For tree Into,
write CL 0 6003-8 Maw. Lane
Columbia MD 21045
SIERRA ICE

new compeny specializing in Wes & delivery of cubed
Ice for parties or any occasion
For 10 cents per pound we oder
FREE delivery and require NO
MINIMUM porch.se .mount hr

TRAVEL

confidential Weekdays. evenings
& Saturday Sunny.). Flectroly
els Center, Koll Business Park at
Hwy 101 & N Felroalas Met 14081
734.3115
PROFESSIONAL RESEARCH lot writ -

co-nPus

Sheila Neal

Isaac Newt
HfRE/5 HOW
’lID HAVE
FVAI OW

INVITE EVERYONE
INNois roof YOU WI.
REALLY GUM THIS YEAR
ID YOUR MANK56106MAST! LINE ENOPIPN5,
HOMELESS, UNEMPUYRI3

TURKEY PAY
KEEPS’
ydft

TYPING

elder
so,

#frri
4!

L

processing, sra for Joy. at 264.
1029
A BEAUTIFUI PAPER every time Experienced, prolessionsi word processIng
papers
theses
restones. office overflow. moiling..
newsletters Student Discounts
Guarenteed work Only 10 minutes frock campus Words end
more (Pere.. 923.7810
ACCURATE.

AC.

COUNTAM F tor telephoned, that
toots
typing
that s
lops try
Tony 2942087 St 50 per peg.
double spaced All work guar
Trust Tony 296.7017
anteed

AND MAKE -rNEm FEEL.
YOU EAT LIKE ,
THis al,L.11-1E TIME:
,,prAb
irAISE THEY
-10corr
-"‘

*Me

AARDVARKS DON’T TYPE. but I do’
Theses
dissertations. reports
Fight page minimum six months
tree disk storage On-line word

,7

4

Vba;6.

II

Hai

.1!
e..! ):11

Thick Crust
I VVISI4
I COULD

I’D LIKE
TO 6Er

GET A
BEER

A

Eric Kieninger
WWI I 60r4/4 ID64 ’

PIZZA

HELLO ID
LIKE A
P122-IA ’

IT WAS ALMOSTMI LLER 71/416

AND

Thanks

A

PROFESSIONAL
ACADEMIC
AND
word processing P J s word processing oilers gustily guaranteed
work at competitive rat. Email
enced in thesis terrn papers.

Bw-,

group protects. resumes. manuscripts & letters located in North
San Jose. only minutes from cam.
pus Call P J at 9747309
ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING All
formats & group propos-Is welcome Spell check every time. In..
disk storage Datable.. capebillty
Standard & micro cassette tren
scrIptIon Word proc trng on
perfect
SAMNA
&
word
software Hrs 1.1-F. 13 30-5 30 Reserve time now for your upcorn.
log thesis. di...station or menu script Chrystel 923-8461
A CASH REBATE

1,5 cash discount
to new customers on reports 10
pages One page tree typing on
reports 2.9 pages Professional
typist sod skilled word processor
eserWriter Plus printing Pickup
and delivery Highest quality [kora
at student rates DI 50 pose Call
DAYSTAR al 3502717

ACCURACY

Al WA YS

Prolessionai

regions .ery time Theses papers. resumes and di...nations
Serving Evergreen SSJ & a few
minutes from SJSU Student discount with thin ad or ID Cell
(406)7240852
AFFORDABLE WORD PROCESSING
Specialising In resumes. term pe
No rob too
pers.transcriplion
small’ Sturrant discounts Near
SJSU Teachers welcome’ Office
Alternatives, 294-2974
AMY Will TYPE your paper for only
St per page. double spaced On
campus each day for pickup & 6.
livery Call 249-4075. Move message
A WAY WITH WORDS prompt, sccurate. illerle B A in hratory Wang
Word Processing, spelling errors
corrected I ong manuscripts welcome WM pick up. deliver Also
available crtlic. reeding, assistance in rewriting Dan O’Rear,
978-0277
SARRE’S WORD PROCESSING Hara
lob will process F xperlenc.I in
theses. manucripts. papers, re
back ep
wows.
professional
WOO R.sonsble rates I octed
conveniently, I ASER PRINTER"

Al OSSOM
TERESA
Hit I SANTA
AREA Fast, accurate typing and
word processing available seven
&
day week L imiled pick up

curity Service, call 2703277. SJ

NOPE
SORRY

HUH? MAT
/5 nits??

Beach -Lake Tahoe Ca 95719.
phone MILO 546-2515 015 per
person double occupancy, 85
ouch dditionsil Boeutif ul moral
on lake. TV. minutes to North Star

00501 UTEl y,

ifWONG wet =is
tont. Kaunas OUR
IQ BUILP smite’
i-ty /woe

Ay

SKI NORTH TAHOE" Sun n Send
lodge, 8308 N
ake Blvd. Kings

KEYS MADE LOCKOUTS OPENED
auto. (roost foreign & domestic)
Home & business rekeyIng locks
Mobile
& deedbolts inlalled

PERMANENT HAIR REMOVI
for
men and women Spec lei rote wIth
f.ulty or student I D Privet. &

lAPR5 WM, LOYE YOUR 5Cana:5 BUT 5R IF
R4rRaNAte.Bu3’ IT SIMPLY AROUIRRY YOU OVt Y FIERY.
BE PROPMREN-E RIR as IR BURP ’ZED HOW MUCH
Clvf ofOuR Pepr sruers ON
SFENo Csi
trAirEuP AtomE.
142uR CRmPus,

STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PL AN
Enroll now’ Save your lath, eyes
snd money too For IntormetIon
and brochure see AS Office or
call (408) 371-8811

BECK SECRETARIAL
Student papers. resumes, business typing
needs. word processing Willow
Glen area Cell use el 2674234

Ron Hugh.* owner member M. A
I IA Frargreen locksmith &

Wanda Folk

,r

eildttion to Ice sel.5 we rent and
sell Ira machines for your home
or business For intormellon call
loll FREE (800)3454423

IMMIGRATION ATTORNEY will con.
*00 006 SJSU student 1w30 min
W. FREE Practice limited to all
aspects of immigretIon end naturalisation is*
Office located
within 10 minutes from compare
Call Robed Ng at 006) 789-8400
loran appointment

bond...cons. Open 9 to 6pm
Mon thru Sal (Sun by oppoint
moot) EMERGENCIES ANYTIME

School Daze

Cell Barba al 926-4370

Classified
Word Enterprises -5J
EDITING WORD

PROCESSING, 266.448 Emphasis on correct punctuation. .ntenc structure, end
formatting (Tumbler, APA, .101
Former English ’,rapt highly dependable Willow Men Area. easy
Call Mrs
Morton
to locate
(Merv,. from 6AM-8PM at 71389440

ENTERPRISE WORD PROCESSING
Term papers research papers.
the.. & dis.errations (Campbell.
Turebian APA 3rd Id), screen.
piers resumes. cover & follow.up
letters, manuscripts (books. arli.
cies, short stores) trenscrmtion
Fr. SPEI CHEK, minor edit III
rego.ted), proof, disc storage
Studeot faculty discount. Clutch
turnaround 246-5625
F %CFI LENT TYPING SERVICE Term
papers, theses, resumes. disser
tattoos. etc for students and fac.
Lofty WO also do ape transcrip
lion and bookkeeping Free data
Morgue Call 245.1769
F XPD TYPIST" Neer leIgh & Camden Reports, tern, papers. etc
Editing
available
Corr.table
From
electronic
typewriter
St 50 double space page Call Bill

punctuation For prompt. 7 day
respon.. Nave message tor
Pamela al (408)2754753

QUALITY

TYPING SERVICE to, ell
your typing moods Student rates
ranging from 01 ,0 St 75 per page
Quick turnaround Disk storage
for 30 days Call (4081 946-4967
Ask for Amanda 0, 18110 message
on machine

RELIABLE

B LE RATES" Fr. cliM Morn.
Pam. 247-2681 (Santa Clem) S.
SJSU Fail 86 Directory of Closer.
for additions’ coupon savings
FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING’
Pews of all kinds end lengths
St 30 page typing & spelling help.
81 05 page. typing plus 10001
reeding
Campbell sr., local
pick-up & delivery avallabie, Call

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE
PROF F
SION. typing & business tern Ices Fast. re...onside. & near uni

SUPERIOR WORD PROCESSING research & term papers therals Ols
.rtallon resume etc Accurate
spelling checked word count
minimum 1 year drain stomps
Quality printing on quality paper
Satisfsction guarenteed Pickup A
delivery available 52 00 per page
Oa Nile 267.2149
THESES

REPORT PAPERS Word
processing ,extra [Mention to
def.! 82 pg tor students. 53 pg
to, professionals Resumes $10
Save your work on the IBM PC tor
paw u. Grernmer. punctuation,
spelling checked primed
in
publication
quietly
Erickson
Word Processing 377.5293

RESUMES.

COVE’. ETTERS.
and
business cornmpondence *mils
lance with vocabulary, sentence
structure, and form If request.)
Call 266-9446

o r. Long range essignrneets
can be submitted by mall w your
remittance
TYPING TERM PAPER thesis dieeer.
teflon etc $7 p.m Resume VS
Cali (408)923.7481 369 F William

versity Call (408)292 4047

PROCESSING
DONE
reasonable rel. with
quick turnaround time Witt sesup
& spell check all documents Call
Kelley .1 9722907

al 371.5933

aseishince All work guaranteed
Prot...tonal, confidential and dependable sennice st AEFORDA-

quellty printer Resume 55 up
Typing St Sop., doubt* space
One block from campus PC
COM, 404 5 3rd St 02. corner of
San Selvador PC COM, 295-1606

WORD

TYPING DONE REASONARL F
Call P111 al 746-5633

St . San Jo.
students. in
WORD PROCESSING
tructors. smell business Term
papers thesis rosumes man
Lisle dissertation.. mess mooing
spelling clock. etc Reesorrable
rates Cell 6 & 6 Dose Top Sera
ices at 774.7562 Pick up end de.
!Ivory evellable
GUM ITY

TYPING

SFR VICE -RE

SUMES thesis end term papers
Reesona
b "0:do:bo.t..1,clon1Qac’e:a"nd."*".rlApi:
mergln
9446 Close to SJSU
ZEF’ TYPING ’Ind Secretarial Services Feel accurst. wort ...ebb .ven days week Loceled
In the Blooom Hill Sente Teens
area Llrny.d pickup end dell.-

TYPING SERVICE tor students and in

my CA113641012
!MI

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
personal legal brain.., word
processing need. Term depots,
reports, r.umes, cover ratters
theses, dissertations. manuals
All academic form..
APA
Spelling, grammar. punctuation

TYPING We u. IBM on
COMPUTER Word Star and letter

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST Seem Dopers,
theses. elc Accurst. prompt.
S2 25 001 space per page Sara.
tog. er. call Joan., 741-5880
PUT YOUR WORDS in their best perspective
F xperionced
proles.
atonal word processing (rapers,
theses. resumes Sp.lellst in
t.hffical,
scientific
promcts
St 75-53 paps Call Vicki at 7013051 IBM...

struclors Deptodsbie reileffie.
accurate work R....one’s*. retes.
SI 50 pg Assignments 10 pgs
and over will be .cepted only
Call 140111 73151676 Sunnyveks

RESUME

Print Your Ad Here
(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line)
111111111112111111;1,11111111,

11111111111111111111111111111111

111)11111111111111111111111111

’11111111111111111111111

P!!!!! Name

886-6960
INF XPENSIVE

QUICK WORD processing Si 00 per page. no minimum Theels dis.natIon MC
RHE M A GRAPHICS al 366-9038

Address

PhODEI _

City & State

Zip_

delivery 365.1012
NEED
CALL

I. IND. FOR PROFESSIONAl
Reports,
word
proc.aing
thaws. disserletions, group pro.
beds. resumes Guaranteed quick
return Per pege and hourly retes
Transcription available Almaddr
Branhern area Free disk stomp*
Prof Steno Typing Service 1406)
264-4504

Do you hell a doper due soon, Does
It need loll, typed’ Call loday to
schedule your word proc.sing
lob Oulck turnaround accurate
5265 pap. 993-9200 Word for

THAT

FORGOTTEN

PAPER
tYCrad 10.1) I elm. help’ Term pa.
pers. letters. report.. theses, re
search wipers
fast end prof.
n ionally.
FREE
grammar
needing ...latent. 41.sonable
mtes Coil Marco st 2944347
(work leave messed. or 926 1774
betore 10 pre

PROCESS IT WRITE" Faculty end students can rely on accurst.
linkely production of newsletters,
reports. reurnes. publications.
menuscripts,
correspondence.
etc WIll aid In gramma, speiling

Enclosed is

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER
OR CA 511 TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose. California 95192

Days

ftr

Classified Desk Located Outside 09/1208
1104.1,9 9 000 M )o3 30 p M
Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancelled ads
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Monday, No ember 24, NM/Spartan Daily

1 at L

Leagues honor
four Spartans
Ity lam Gutman
I 4iiiy stall writer
SJSU soccer players Scott Chase,
Ingi Ingasen, Matt Lord and Nick Rotteveel were honored by the Pacific
Coast Athletic Association and the Pacific Soccer Conference
Chase, a senior, was named first team all-P(’AA and first -team all-PSC
by the league’s coaches, and Rotteveel
was named first -team all-PCAA and
second -learn all-PSC.
Ingason received honorable mentions from both conferences. and Lord
was given an honorable mention by the
PSC.
"I feel really good about having
our players honored," Spartan coach
Julie Menendez said "The voting was
done by the coaches so you have to he
really good at your position to he recognized."
Chase, a center-lerward and the
team’s co-captain, led SJSLI in goals
with 10 in 1986 It was his third
straight season as the team’s leading
scorer.

Senior Rotteveel, a defensive
standout lor the Spartans this season at
sweeper. scored three goals.
Lord, also a senior, was third in
scoring for SJSU this year with four
goals. He took over at the forward position when the Spartans had injury

,A411111111111111.0111ewo..

4111.1.4aia iNIRRaMoalwarto’-.
4/11.1Pdwo.
-Ara.
HO,

’The voting was done
by the coaches so you
have to be really good
at your position to be
recognized.’
Julie Menendez.
SJSU soccer coach
trouble midway through the season.
Ingason, a junior forward, had a
pair of goals for SJSU this year.
Spartan goalkeeper Joe Gangale.
who led the PCAA in saves with 135,
did not receive conference honors.
The PCAA also announced its
Player of the Year and Coach of the
Year awards, both going to Fresno
State.
Tom Gleason, a senior midfielder, was named the Player of the
Year, scoring seven goals and adding
seven assists for the Bulldogs.
Gleason helped lead Fresno State
to a 16-4-2 record this year and a berth
in the NCAA playoffs.
Bulldog coach Jose Elgorriaga.
with a career record of 104-36-11,
won the Coach of the Year award for
the second consecutive year.
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Spartan sweeper Nick Rotteveel 116), who scored three goals this season, was named to the all-PCAA first team and the all -PS(’ second team

Dickerson running circles around defenses
ANAHEIM I AP) - When the neighborhood
bullies in Sealy. Texas. got bored, they went
looking for the skinny kid with the glasses. the
momma’s boy .
Eventually, their scrawny prey discovered he
could outrun them Then he discovered he could
outrun them with a football tucked under his ann.
In time, his lean frame filled out, and in no
and over --- all the
time he was running around
other kids in Sealy and later at Southern Methodist
University
Eric Dickerson. 6-loot -I and 220 pounds, is
still running around and over people. Only now
he’s shattering National Football League records
and earning about $ 1 million a year for doing it.
Dickerson chuckled as he recalled those early
days when he was the "town punching hag."
"Aw, it was fun." said the Los Angeles
Rams’ star, now one of the NFL’s most feared
runners "I’ve had some good times and some had
times in my hie. I guess you could say now is one
of the good times. too.
"When I was in college. I remember watching TV one night and they had a program about all
these good-looking girls trying out to he Ram
cheerleaders. I was thinking how I’d love to be
one of the judges. he said with a grin.
"Now I am.
These are good times for the 26 -year-old
Dickerson in a lot of ways. After setting an NFL
rookie rushing record in 1983. he came back in
1984 to gain 2.105 yards and rewrite O.J. Simpsons single -season rushing mark.

This year. he is right around the pace of his
record-setting 1984 campaign.
"Records are nice, hut they really don’t
mean a lot." Dickerson said. "The minute I set
one. I figure it’s just there for me or somebody
else to break."
Dickerson has similar down-to-earth ideas
about other things. Many of his attitudes. he said.
were shaped by his adoptive mother. Viola.
"She really kept me on the straight and narrow when I was growing up and 1 think I needed
it," he said, grinning again.
In his recently published autobiography,
"On the Run," Dickerson said with tongue in
cheek: "I was also perceived as a momma’s boy. I
never understood this. So what if my mom went
with me everywhere?"
When he was a rookie, one of the first things
he bought was a satellite dish for his mother so she
could watch all the Rams’ games. Later, he had a
huge house built ler her in Sealy.
"It made me feel very good to he able to do
that," Dickerson said. She and my dad (the late
Kary Dickerson) got up early every morning and
worked hard all day so I could have nice things.
"I can’t ever repay her completely, but the
things I’ve been able to do for her makes it all
worthwhile
going out every Sunday and getting
hit and getting heat up.
"I don’t think people realize what a physical
game pro football is. Look at this." he said, holding up hands that were still bruised and sssollen
three days alter a game.

Eric

ppg) for a repeat try. Arizona finished
14-4 in the Pac-10, 23-9 overall.
However, the Wildcats will be
without their floor leader. guard Steve
Kerr, who suffered a knee injury that
required reconstructive surgery over
the summer and is lost for the season.
Seven-fixa center Christian Welp
(19.4 ppg, 8.5 ppg) makes a contender
of Washington. while sharp-shooter
Reggie Miller makes UCLA a
longshot.
The Huskies finished second at
13-5 in conference, 19-12 overall last
year.
Miller (25.9 ppg) will take advantage the NCA A’s decision to implement a 3 -point field goal line as the
Bruins try to improve on a 9-9 conference mark. 15-14 overall.
Southern Cal, in its first season
under Coach George Raveling, will try

"And people expect so much. If I don’t gain
2(14) yards in a game, then I’ve had a had day."
Despite the pressures of his every perlermance being measured against his previous accomplishments, and despite the pounding he endures every Sunday. Dickerson’s lifestyle still
seems the stuff of a young man’s dreams.
He owns several European sports cars. its,
luxury sedans, and a sporty wagon ("Which I
drive most of the time’’).
He’s buying a house overlooking the ocean in
Malibu, and he has lots of female admirers.
But he said he sometimes longs for the simple life he lived in Texas.
’People think if you’ve got a lot of money’
and a lot of things, then you don’t have a worry in
the world," he said. "Sometimes I think I’ve got
more worries now than lever did.
"Sometimes I wish I was a kid again. hack in
Sealy."
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to stay in contention with live of last
year’s seven top scorers gone. Senior
Derrick Dowell (15.5 ppg) is the best
returning Trojan.
Sophomore Ene Knox and senior
center Jose Ortiz will lead an inexpenenced Oregon State team that
comes off a 8-10, 12-15 season.
Sophomore guard Todd I.ichti
(17.2 ppg) and new coach Mike Montgomery lead the way as Stanford tries
to improve its 8-10 conference record.
14-16 overall.
Oregon, 6-12, 14-14 a year ago.
features guards Anthony Taylor 117.04
and Rick Osborn 11010.
Senior guard Steve Beck (14.9
ppg) leads Arizona State. 8-10. 14-14.
while Washington State, 8-10. 15-16.
hopes 6-9 forward Dwayne Sholten
emerges as a force inside.

Schmidt hit .290 with 37 home runs and 119 runs hatted in. both league-leading figures. and he eclipsed the 30homer mark for the 12th time. three behind Henry Aaron’s
record. Schmidt was second in the league in runs scored
with 97 and his .547 slugging percentage led the league.
"Since the season ended." Schmidt said, "my
thoughts (on retiring) are basically the same. I’m not
looking past next year."
Schmidt explained that his children. Jessica Rae. 14.
and Jonathan. 6. needed their father.
"I went to school and talked with my little boy’s teacher." Schmidt said. "He’s having a problem right now
with my career. tie’s in the first grade. That’s a concern of
mind, his growing up and being able to he normal, one of
the kids.

SUpro (Student Union Programs)
A S Program Board and Jazz
Studies Department present

JAll GREATS Dobson Smith,
piano and
"TOOTIE" Heath drums
percussion.
Mon , Nov 24 Noon in the S U
Amphitheatre FREE,
CLINIC, 2-3pm in the Music Bldg
Concert Hall, open to all SJSU students

Copy your resume at Kinko’s. We
have a wide selection of tine
papers, matching envelopes, and
other stationery products that help
YOU look good.

kinkois
310 South Third Street
Mon -Fri: 7am-9pm
Sat: 10am-6pm
295-4336
(Moss from McDonald’s)

481 E. San Carlos Street
OPEN 24 Hrs.
295-5511
(between 10th &nth)
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MVP Schmidt says he’ll play one more season
PHILADELPHIA i All
Mike Schmidt plans on
playing one more season and he now has a definite goal for
his final year
an unprecedented fourth MVP award.
The Philadelphia Phillies third baseman, who is five
home runs shy of 500 for his career, was named National
League Most Valuable Player on Wednesday as he joined
six other three -time winners.
"I’m gearing up ler next year in hopes of being at this
podium again." said Schmidt. who had 15 first -place votes
and 287 points in balloting by the Baseball Writers Association of AMeriCa. ’But I’m not looking past next season."
At 37. Schmidt, who won the award in 1980 and 1981.
is the second -oldest player to win an MVP award. Pittsburgh’s Willie Stargell. who shared the honor in 1979 with
Si. Louis’ Keith Hernandez. was 39.

Dickerson,

Ram running hack

Cal cagers favored to win Pac-10 title
ASSOCIATED PRESS The
Pacific -10 Conlerence, which has
been down the past two years, has a
number of returning players that figure
to lift the level of basketball being
played in the conference.
The team with the ((((( st top players hack will he California. the preseason favorite in the Pac-I0 race.
Cal. which made its first postseason appearance in 26 years last year.
has all Ilse starters returning from a
team that finished 19-10 overall and
third in the Pac-10 at 11-7. Forwards
Dave Butler t It 14 ppg) and Leonard
Taylor (II 9 ppg) and guard Kevin
Johnson figure as the Golden Bears’
three hest weapons.
The Arizona Wildcats. surprising
conference winners a year ago, will
turn to guard Craig McMillan (11.8
ppg) and torv.ard Sean Elliot (15.6

KINKO’S
COPIES
RESUMES

’Records . . ,don’t mean a
lot. The minute I set one, I
figure it’s just there for me or
somebody else to break.’
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PRE -GRAND OPENING
CONSTRUCTION PRICES...
HURRY!

Just Released. Handsomely appointed new 2 bedroom, 21/2
bath condominium homes in a great location, minutes away
from San Jose State University.
Featuring: 2 Master bedrooms with full baths 0 Wall to wall
carpeting 0 Ceramic tile entry 0 Washer & dryer 0 Gourmet
kitchen with self-cleaning range, dishwasher, breakfast bar,
tile counter top, pantry, disposal 0 Cultured marble vanity
at bath 0 Covered parking 0 Security gate & phone intercom
system 0 Balcony 0 More!

UNIVERSITY
PLAC.E
Sales office: open Friday, Saturday,
Sunday & Monday, 12 to 4 or by
appointment. From Highway 280 take
the 10th/11th Street exit, then go north
on 11th Street 4 blocks to San
Salvador.

(408) 720-0885
J

r he builder resemel the right without pro’ notice
to change prices and or substitute materials ot
comparable or superior quaint), if necessary
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